
 
 
Honorable Williametta Piso SaydeeTarr 
Minister of Gender, Children and Social Protection 
Capitol ByePass 
1000 Monrovia 10, Liberia 
 
 
November 19, 2018 
 
Honorable Minister Tarr, 
  
Please accept my compliments and best wishes. 
 
More Than Me is committed to working cooperatively with the Government of Liberia through the 
investigation being conducted by Joint Ministerial Committee and we sincerely appreciate the 
opportunity to provide information to your honorable office. Based on the reports presented in the 
November 15 th  Press Briefing, we realize that we did not provide the necessary documentation to 
give a comprehensive perspective of our work. I write to provide additional clarity with regard to 
our policies, staff vetting practices, and student files. 
 
In the November 15 th  Press Briefing, it was reported that More Than Me did not have a Child 
Protection Policy until 2018. This is false. In fact, More Than Me has had a Child Protection Policy 
in place since 2013. We received the request for documents on October 19, 2018 and supplied the 
requested policies on October 24, 2018. However, we only provided the current policy to the 
Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Protection. We deeply regret that we did not provide your 
honorable office with all of our historical policies for a full understanding of our policy coverage.  
 
While the 2018 version is the policy that is currently in effect, More Than Me’s Child Protection 
Policy coverage goes back to 2013. As an organization, we periodically review our policies to 
make continuous improvements. Since our first Child Protection Policy in 2013, we have made 
three revisions, one revision took place following the lessons learned from the Macintosh Johnson 
case. The second revision took place in 2016. In September 2017, we began a third review 
process involving an internal staff committee which led to the revised version that was approved in 
2018. In addition to the Child Protection Policy, More Than Me also has a Child Protection and 
Media Policy adopted in 2015, Whistleblower Policy, Child Protection and Media Policy, Code of 
Conduct, and Fraternization Policy.  
 
We are providing the below documents to for a more comprehensive view of our policies: 

1. Child Protection Policy created 2013 
2. Child Protection Policy revised 2014 
3. Child Protection Policy revised 2016 
4. Child Protection Policy revised 2018 
5. Child Protection and Media Policy created 2015 
6. Fraternization Policy created 2015 
7. Whistleblower Policy created 2015 
8. Whistleblower Policy revised 2018 
9. Code of Conduct & Disciplinary Policy created 2014 
10. Code of Conduct & Disciplinary Action Policy revised 2015 
11. Code of Conduct & Disciplinary Action Policy revised 2018 

 
We request that these documents be taken into consideration as you continue your investigation 
into More Than Me. 

 



 

 
In addition to our policies, it was also reported that More Than Me does not conduct robust staff 
vetting processes. We wish to provide context on how teachers are selected to teach at More Than 
Me Academy and how we will continue to strengthen these approaches. To select teachers, More 
Than Me Academy does the following: 
 

● Post openings publicly 
● Review applications of those who apply 
● Create a shortlist based on the application review 
● Conduct a first round interview that also includes an example teaching session 
● Conduct reference checks by phone 
● Conduct a second round interview 

 
Based on the review by the Ministry of Gender, Children and Social Protection, we will update our 
HR practices immediately as well as apply them retroactively to all teachers at More Than Me 
Academy. These practices will include: 
 

● Maintain all application references letters on file 
● Maintain documentation of reference checks and keep them on file 
● Conduct background checks for all staff at More Than Me Academy 

 
Lastly, inconsistencies in dates of birth for students in our student files stem from conflicting 
information provided by the parents and guardians of the children we serve. We will conduct an 
internal review of all student files and conduct the necessary follow up with parents and guardians 
to correct any inconsistent records with regard to date of birth. 
 
We are grateful for the chance to provide this additional clarity around the points raised during the 
Press Briefing. 
 
With regards to the false statement regarding More Than Me’s Child Protection Policy and the date 
when this policy first came into effect, we respectfully request that this misinformation be corrected 
with the media. 
 
Please do not hesitate to call on us to provide further information as related to this case. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Alexandra Fallon 
Chief Program Officer 
 
CC: Chairman, Liberia Advisory Board, James Dorbor Jallah 
Deputy Minister for Protection Children & Social Welfare, Honorable Lydia Sherman 
Minister of Education, Honorable D. Ansu Sonii 
Deputy Minister for Administration, Honorable Latim Dathong 
Minister of Finance & Development Planning, Honorable Samuel Tweah 
Minister of Health, Honorable Dr. Wilhelmina Jallah 
Minister of Justice, Honorable Cllr. Musa Dean 
Minister of Labor, Honorable Moses Y. Kollie 
Minister of Youth and Sports, Honorable Dester Zeogar Wilson 

 



	

 
More than Me Child Protection Policy 

July/August 2013 

  
More than Me (MTM) centers around educating and protecting children, many of 
whom have come from backgrounds of abuse and exploitation. MTM is a 
community development project that is committed to creating a learning 
environment that safeguards the Rights of the Child and expects its employees to 
work within the best interests of the child. MTM will take active measures to 
ensure that this is realized. 
This Child Protection Policy is MTM’s Statement of Intent illustrating our 
determination to protect children from harm. It makes clear to everyone within the 
organization, and all who come in contact with us, that any form child abuse will 
not be tolerated and outlines their obligations in protecting the children MTM 
work with. 
Our Vision 
To create ‘child-safe’ environments, internally and externally which support the 
respect, empowerment, education and protection of children to fulfill their 
potential, alongside Staff who are competent, skilled and understanding of this. 
Statement 
MTM is committed to ensuring a child friendly space, free of harm, abuse and 
neglect. We strenuously uphold a workplace whose values are underpinned by 
the Rights of the Child, and will take positive action against any child abusers 
from being involved in MTM. Any MTM Staff or Associate who has had claims 
brought against them of any child abuse will be investigated. Our decision of any 
investigation will be based on the guideline of being ‘in the best interests of the 
Child’.   
 Definitions under the Child Protection Policy 

1.     A Child is defined as any person under the age of 18 years old. 

2.     Child Abuse is defined as all forms of physical abuse, emotional ill-treatment, 
sexual abuse and exploitation, neglect or negligent treatment, commercial or 
other exploitation of a child and includes any actions that result in actual or 
potential harm to a child. Child abuse may be a deliberate act or it may be failing 
to act to prevent harm. Child abuse consists of anything which individuals, 
institutions or damages their prospect of safe and healthy development into 
adulthood. 

3.     Child Protection within the scope of this policy is defined as the responsibilities, 
measures and activities that MTM undertakes to safeguard children from both 
intentional and unintentional harm. 



	

	
 
  
Scope of the Child Protection Policy 
This policy applies to everyone working for and in connection with MTM. 

1.     Staff at all levels: includes those working in the field, at the Academy and the 
Guesthouse. 

2.     MTM Associates: including all board members, all volunteers, sponsors, 
consultants and contractors. 

3.     MTM Visitors: such as donors, journalists, media, celebrities who may come in 
to contact with children through MTM are also bound to this policy. 

Responsibilities under the Child Protection Policy 
MTM Staff, Associates and Visitors must: 

1.     Never abuse and/or exploit a child or act/behave in any way that places a child at 
risk of harm. 

2.     Report any child abuse and protection concerns they have to MTM. This is a 
mandatory requirement for Staff. Failure to so may result disciplinary 
action. 

3.     Respond to a child who may have been abused or neglected to MTM. 

4.     Cooperate fully and confidentially to any investigation of concerns and 
allegations. 

5.     Contribute to an environment where children are respected and encouraged to 
discuss their concerns and rights. 

6.     Always ask permission from children (and especially in the case of younger 
children) to take any photos or images of them. Please respect their decision to 
say no, and please ensure the images are respectful (i.e. they are not 
suggestively sexual in any way). Stories and images of the children must always 
be in their best interest. 

7.     Be aware that where any concerns arise about a MTM’s staff member being in 
breach of this Child Protection Policy, their actions will be investigated in to by 
MTM and the final decision made in consideration with appropriate Liberian 
Criminal Law or more specifically the Children’s Act 2011.  
If a breach has been found by any MTM Staff or Associate, MTM will sever all 
ties with that person. 



	

8.     Be aware that if, a legitimate claim is 
raised about suspected child abuse, and is proved to be unfound, the reporter 
will not be prosecuted. Any Staff or Associate that falsely accuses another of any 
child abuse conduct will face disciplinary action. 

Personal Conduct outside Work 
Although MTM does not wish to prohibit or restrict its Staff, Associates or Visitors 
to certain conduct, it must be acknowledged that MTM’s reputation as a child-
based development program is dependent not only on its good relations within 
the community, but also of upholding values of child protection and 
empowerment. We expect high standards of behavior professionally and 
personally from our Staff and its Associates.  Any unlawful conduct or actions 
done to undermine these values outside of business hours will not be permitted 
or tolerated. Such conduct includes but is not limited to: any unlawful activity 
related to sexual abuse; any other unlawful activity, sexual harassment, 
physically and/or verbally abusive behavior and public disorderly conduct.   
Staff and Associates are asked to act in accordance with the Child 
Protection Policy both at work and outside work. Please acknowledge that 
actions done adversely to this Policy in their personal life can harm MTM’s 
work and upstanding in the community. 
 SIGNEE: 
_______________________________________________________________ 
POSITION AT MTM: _______________________________________________ 
DATE: _____________________________________________ 
 
	



Roles&and&Definitions 

Advocate)for)the)Protection)of)Beneficiaries)(APB): An#“Advocate”#is#assigned#by#the#
Head#of#the#Program#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries.#The#APB#monitors#and#
implements#protection#activities#for#the#assigned#group#in#the#assigned#location.#S/he#
will#be#responsible#for#the#beneficiaries’#awareness#of#the#rules,#rights,#and#
responsibilities#regarding#their#protection#as#well#as#ageCappropriate#general#health#and#
personal#education.#The#advocate#will#make#his/herself#available#to#the#beneficiaries#for#
questions,#concerns,#and#reports#of#protection#and#will#make#a#preliminary#inquiry#of#
any#suspicion#or#accusation#of#improper#conduct#presented#to#him/her.#S/he#will#
document#all#suspicions#or#accusations#of#improper#conduct#as#per#the#Policy#for#
Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(PPB). 

Beneficiary: A#person#who#is#enrolled/registered#in#a#More#Than#Me#(MTM)#program#
such#as#the#More#Than#Me#Academy#(Academy),#or#any#other#MTMCoperated#program.#
Beneficiaries#can#be#of#any#age,#child#or#adult,#as#long#as#they#fulfill#the#programmatic#
requirements#for#enrollment.#MTM#is#responsible#for#beneficiaries#whenever#the#
beneficiaries#are#under#MTM#care#on#a#MTM#property,#at#MTMCsponsored#events,#
during#MTM#programming,#or#in#the#custody#of#MTM#staff#or#volunteers.# 

Contractor:)A#person/entity#who#has#a#formal#agreement#with#MTM#to#perform#a#
specific#work#task#(maintenance,#construction,#consultation#regarding#programs,#etc.)#
but#is#not#considered#a#staff#member#or#a#volunteer.#All#contractors#are#considered#to#be#
visitors'to#campus#and#must#register#as#such#in#the#visitor#logbook.#For#the#purpose#of#
this#document,#contractors#fall#under#the#rules#and#procedures#assigned#to#the#category#
of#“Visitors”#unless#they#are#expressly#mentioned. 

Consultant:#A#person#assigned#to#MTM#through#or#in#partnership#with#a#government#
agency#(e.g.#a#social#worker#assigned#to#MTM#by#the#Ministry#of#Health#and#Social#
Welfare).#The#agreement#may#be#signed#by#MTM#or#may#just#be#formalized#through#law#
or#the#government#agency’s#policies,#mandates,#rules,#or#regulations.#All#consultants#are#
considered#to#be#visitors'to#campus#and#must#register#as#such#in#the#visitor#logbook.#For#
the#purpose#of#this#document,#consultants#fall#under#the#rules#and#procedures#assigned#
to#the#category#of#“Visitors”#unless#they#are#expressly#mentioned. 

Donor:#Any#person#or#organization#who#contributes#money#to#MTM#as#an#organization#
through#formal#MTM#channels.# 

Head)of)the)Program)for)the)Protection)of)Beneficiaries)(HPPB):#This#person#
coordinates#the#overall#PPB#by#managing#and#implementing#the#program#for#MTM#and#
appointing#and#supervising#“Advocates”#who#work#as#site#contacts#for#the#protection#of#
the#beneficiaries.#S/he#will#investigate#claims#or#suspicions#of#misconduct#brought#
against#MTM#financial#officers,#APBs,#Directors,#or#other#persons#in#positions#of#power.#
S/he#will#also#take#cases#if#the#APB#cannot#or#does#not#appropriately#and#professionally#
handle#a#case#or#if#there#is#a#conflict#of#interest.#The#HPPB#provides#accountability#of#the#

Saul Garlick
Effective September 2014



Advocates#and#MTM#leadership.# 

Staff:#An#individual#that#has#a#working#relationship#at#MTM#under#contract#with#MTM.#
This#includes: 

• Directors# 
• Administrators# 
• Program#Coordinators# 
• Head#of#the#Policy#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(HPPB)# 
• Advocates#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(APBs)# 
• Teachers# 
• Employees# 
• Interns#  

 
Staff#members#receive#an#orientation#to#the#rules#and#policies#of#MTM#and#formal#yearly#
training#on#MTM’s#Policy#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries.#All#staff#must#understand,#
agree#to#and#sign#the#“Policies#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries”#document.#Staff#
members#must#always#sign#in#and#sign#out#at#MTM#properties#so#that#their#
presence/absence#is#always#known,#transparent,#and#documented.#  

Visitor:)Any#person#who#is#on#a#MTM#property#but#not#a#staff#member,#beneficiary,#or#
volunteer.#This#could#be,#but#is#not#limited#to:# 

• Donors##
• Consultants##
• Contractors##
• MTM#Board#Members##
• Families#and#friends#of#MTM#Staff#or#Beneficiaries#
• Town#members##
• Guest#House#or#Cafe#patrons#
• MTM#Academy#students#who#are#on#campus#during#nonCschool#hours##
• Representatives#of#other#agencies#  

 
All#Visitors#must#enter#and#exit#through#the#property#front#gate#and#register#in#a#visitor#
logbook#with#the#security#guard#(or#at#the#main#office#with#an#administrator/staff#
member#in#the#absence#of#a#security#guard)#and#receive#permission#for#entry#before#
coming#onto#the#MTM#property.###

Visitor#registration#includes#the#person’s#name,#phone#number,#name#of#person#s/he#is#
visiting,#reason#for#visit,#and#time#in#and#time#out#of#the#MTM#property.#Visitors#must#
always#be#in#the#presence#of#and#under#the#supervision#of#their#direct#host,#and#the#
direct#host#is#responsible#for#the#behavior#of#the#Visitor.#Overnight#Visitors#must#read,#
agree#to#and#sign#“Basic#Rules#and#Guidelines#for#Overnight#Guests#&#ShortCTerm#
Volunteers”#(Appendix#B).#  

Volunteer:#An#individual#that#does#not#receive#a#salary#but#has#an#agreement#with#MTM#
to#take#on#assigned#tasks#or#responsibilities.#Volunteers#receive#an#orientation#to#the#



rules#and#policies#of#MTM.#ShortCterm#Volunteers#must#read,#agree#to#and#sign#“Basic#
Rules#and#Guidelines#for#Overnight#Guests#&#ShortCTerm#Volunteers”#(Appendix#B).#All#
longCterm#volunteers#will#also#be#required#to#attend#a#MTM#PPB#training#and#agree#to#
and#sign#the#“Certification#of#Comprehension#and#Compliance”#for#the#Policy#for#the#
Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(Appendix#A).#Volunteers#must#always#sign#in#and#sign#out#to#
a#MTM#property#so#that#their#presence/absence#is#always#known,#transparent,#and#
documented.#  



Introduction 

More#Than#Me#(MTM)#believes#that#every#child#has#the#right#to#choose#what#life#he/she#
wants#to#lead.#To#meet#this#vision,#we#provide#education,#health,#and#social#services#
to#transform#the#trajectory#of#their#own#lives.#Our#holistic#approach#to#education#
accounts#for#the#extensive#barriers#these#children#face,#making#it#impossible#for#him/her#
to#fail.#The#More#Than#Me#Academy#is#the#first#tuitionCfree#school#in#Liberia.#Not#only#do#
we#give#these#children#an#education,#but#we#also#provide#them#with#two#hearty#meals#a#
day,#access#to#healthcare,#access#to#a#computer#lab#and#library,#and#a#robust#afterschool#
program.#
#
With#Liberia#struggling#to#reemerge#as#a#functioning#state#after#a#brutal#civil#war,#
rebuilding#trust,#coping#with#trauma,#creating#stability,#renewing#the#economy,#and#reC
developing#the#concept#of#“future”#are#challenges#the#Liberians#face#both#for#
themselves#as#individuals#and#as#a#country.#The#whole#Liberian#community#is#in#need#of#
healing#having#seen#the#horrors#of#war.#In#particular,#the#children#and#young#adults,#for#
the#first#time,#need#to#learn#about#peace,#trust,#and#stability#as#they#have#only#really#
known#war#and#reconstruction#during#their#short#lives.#This,#along#with#economic#
difficulties,#puts#them#at#an#additional#risk#of#following#illusions#of#false#security#
promised#by#a#person#in#authority.#Within#this#context,#MTM#attempts#to#both#show#
loving#affection#for#beneficiaries#as#well#as#protect#them#from#improper#behavior#taking#
advantage#of#their#trust,#insecurities,#dependency,#naivety,#and#emotional#needs.#
#
In#order#to#safeguard#beneficiaries’#rights,#MTM#has#created#this#document:#“Policy#for#
the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries”#(PPB).#The#PPB#attempts#to: 

1.#Convey#the#spirit#in#which#MTM#desires#to#work#with#beneficiaries,#staff#members,#
volunteers,#visitors,#the#outside#community,#and#other#NGOs. 

2.#Establish#the#protocols#and#rules.#

3.#Recommend#best#practices.#

4.#Establish#trust#where#community#members#can#confidently#speak#about#concerns,#
fears,#suspicions,#and#abuse#without#fear#of#reprisals.##

5.#Lay#the#groundwork#and#ethos#for#a#nurturing#environment#for#all#members#of#the#
MTM#community. 

While#the#focus#is#on#values#and#positive#methodologies,#rules#are#given#to#guide#staff,#
volunteers,#visitors,#donors,#and#beneficiaries#in#their#interactions. 



Proper&Conduct 

MTM#attempts#to#help#all#community#members#to#utilize#and#develop#their#gifts#and#
talents,#strengthen#their#weaknesses,#learn#from#their#mistakes,#and#grow#in#their#selfC
acceptance#and#love#for#neighbor#so#that#they#can#realize#their#full#potential.#MTM#
maintains#a#safe#and#healthy#environment#and#encourages#all#members#to#make#healthy#
mental#and#physical#choices.# 

Communication#is#the#basis#for#understanding,#appreciation,#and#efficiency.#It#helps#to#
create#an#enjoyable#work#and#learning#experience;#thus,#open#communication#is#valued#
and#encouraged#at#MTM.#Positive#language#and#encouragement#should#characterize#all#
communication,#verbal#and#nonverbal,#between#people.#Concerns#should#be#brought#to#
the#appropriate#person#so#that#they#may#be#addressed#before#situations#worsen#or#
miscommunications#occur. 

Touch,#particularly#nurturing#physical#contact,#is#important#for#the#emotional#and#
mental#health#and#development#of#humans;#therefore#affirming,#respectful,#and#caring#
physical#contact#is#encouraged.#However,#each#person,#including#children,#has#free#will#
and#the#right#to#their#body#and#privacy#so#all#physical#contact#must#be#voluntary.#While#
touch,#such#as#hugs,#may#be#offered#or#requested,#they#should#never#be#demanded#or#
have#consequences#if#denied.#Beneficiaries#should#be#free#to#move#away#from#undesired#
physical#contact.#For#example,#many#young#children#like#to#sit#on#an#adult’s#lap,#but#the#
adult#should#not#hold#the#child#tightly,#but#rather,#allow#the#child#freedom#of#movement#
to#go#whenever#they#choose. 

MTM#has#many#visitors#each#day.#All#visitors#register#upon#arrival#not#only#for#safety#and#
security#reasons#but#also#because#MTM#wishes#to#receive#its#guests#with#hospitality.#
During#registration,#visitors#are#asked#to#name#a#specific#MTM#staff#member,#volunteer,#
or#beneficiary#as#their#host.#Visitors#are#the#responsibility#of#their#specific#host.# 

MTM#strongly#believes#in#using#positive#encouragement#as#much#as#possible.#This#said,#
actions#have#consequences#and#poor#choices#result#in#undesirable#results.#
Acknowledging#that#MTM#is#a#community#and#actions#are#far#reaching,#all#corrective#
actions#will#be#done#in#light#of#restorative#justice#and#correctional,#not#punitive#
measures.#“Consequences”#will#be#educative#and#related#to#the#action.#They#will#take#
into#consideration#the#age,#ability,#understanding,#motivation,#and#history#of#the#
beneficiary#or#MTM#community#member#involved.#Issues#that#arise#will#be#understood#
as#opportunities#for#growth,#learning#and#change,#not#only#of#the#individual#and#
community,#but#also#of#the#policies#and#methods#of#the#institution. 

In#the#spirit#of#these#guidelines,#the#following#rules#and#protocols#are#established: 

• Demeaning,#threatening,#intimidating,#or#offensive#language#should#not#be#used. 
 



• Discrimination#shall#not#be#made#on#the#basis#of#social#status,#religion,#sexual#
orientation,# gender,#political#views,#disability,#or#ethnicity/tribe.# 

 
• No#adult#may#be#under#the#influence#of#alcohol#or#illegallyCused#drugs#(illicit#

drugs#or#abused# prescription#drugs)#while#on#campus#or#at#a#MTM#activity,#
whether#onC#or#offCcampus.# 

 
• Sexual#themes#shall#only#be#spoken#about#with#beneficiaries#in#the#context#of#

educational#study# and#in#an#ageCappropriate#manner.# 
 

• Pornographic#or#lewd#material#of#any#medium#is#prohibited.# 
 

• No#physical#sexual#contact#may#be#had#between#beneficiaries#or#between#
beneficiaries#and#adults,#regardless#of#consent,#payment,#or#which#party#initiated#
the#encounter.#This#includes#contact#ranging#from#touching#private#parts#for#
sexual#arousal#to#intercourse.# 

 
• No#person#shall#encourage#another#person#or#beneficiaries#to#humiliate,#

retaliate,#threaten,# harass,#or#perform#sexual#acts#on#another#individual.# 
 

• Photographs#or#recordings#of#beneficiaries,#visitors,#volunteers,#or#staff,#must#be#
made#with#the# subjects’#knowledge#and#consent.# 

 
• All#photographs#or#recordings#must#have#subjects#in#appropriate#attire#and#

poses.# 
 

• All#individuals#should#be#appropriately#attired#when#interacting#with#others.# 
 

• No#person#shall#watch#beneficiaries#bathe,#dress,#or#undress.# 
 

• No#one’s#personal#belongings#may#be#searched#without#credible#evidence#that#
the#individual#is#in#possession#of#illegal#material,#weapons,#illegal#or#abused#
drugs,#or#stolen#goods.#The#School#Principal#or#any#Director#must#approve#of#the#
search#and#at#least#one#other#member#of#staff#must#be#present#during#the#
search.#The#School#Principal/Director/staff#member#must#file#a#report#of#the#
search,#and#the#individual#whose#property#has#been#searched#must#be#notified.#
Beneficiaries#arriving#on#campus#after#having#been#offCsite#may#be#subject#to#
having#their#materials#and/or#possessions#searched#if#there#has#been#a#history#
suggesting#that#the#beneficiary#may#be#bringing#on#prohibited#materials.# 

 
• No#(written,#visual#or#verbal)#material,#personal#correspondence#or#

conversations#of#a#sexual#nature#or#tone#may#be#exchanged#between#
Beneficiaries#and#Donors,#Staff,#Visitors,#or#Volunteers.# 



 
• No#actions#may#be#performed#in#order#to#sexually#arouse#beneficiaries#or#other#

minors.# 
 

• Beneficiaries#are#not#allowed#in#Volunteer’s#or#Staff’s#sleeping#quarters.# 
 

• No#unapproved#personal#stops#may#be#taken#by#Staff#when#they#are#escorting#a#
Beneficiary#offC#campus.# 

 
• No#person#should#hit,#kick,#punch,#bite,#tieCup#or#otherwise#physically#hurt#

another#individual.#This#includes#“switching”#as#a#form#of#punishment#or#
discipline.# 

 
• Food,#water,#toilet,#or#visitation#with#family#may#not#be#withheld#as#a#form#of#

punishment.# 
 

• No#one#may#ever#intentionally#destroy#personal,#community,#or#MTM#property,#
unless#properly# authorized.# 

 
• No#action#may#be#used#for#the#intention#of#humiliating#a#person.# 

 
• No#activity#considered,#or#strongly#resembling,#torture#under#the#guidelines#of#

the#Geneva# Convention#may#be#used.# 
 

• All#individuals#on#campus#have#a#responsibility#to#report#suspicious#incidents#or#
inappropriate#actions#by#Beneficiaries,#Staff,#Volunteers,#or#Visitors.# 

• All#individuals#witnessing#an#infraction#of#rules#or#inappropriate#behavior#have#a#
responsibility#to# address#the#behavior#verbally#and#refer#the#issue#if#it#continues,#
or#if#it#merits,#to#an#MTM#administrator.# 

• Any#presents#or#gifts#intended#for#Beneficiaries,#including#clothing#left#at#the#end#
of#a#Visitor#or#Volunteer’s#stay,#must#be#approved#by#the#Director#and#given#in#
the#presence#of#an#MTM#administrator.#This#helps#prevent#unfair#distribution,#
favoritism,#and#manipulation#of#Visitors/Volunteers#as#well#as#abuse.# 

• Events#hosted#by#MTM#must#have#at#least#two#adult#Staff#members#present#
when#there#are#more#than#5#Visitors#present.# 

• Activities#involving#Visitors,#including#parents,#must#have#the#“Event#Plan”#filed#
with#the#Director#at#least#three#(3)#days#in#advance#of#the#activity.#Any#plan#
which#is#not#approved#by#the#Director#three#or#more#days#in#advance#may#be#
changed#or#canceled#by#the#Director. 

• The#Event#Plan#should#be#made#available#to#all#Staff#at#the#hosting#
program/facility.# 



• Events#attended#off#campus#should#have#a#chaperone#to#beneficiary#ratio#of#at#
least#1:15#for#events#that#are#in#public#spaces#or#1:20#for#events#that#are#private.#
  
 

Rules#specific#to#school#situations:# 

• At#least#two#(2)#Staff#members#must#be#outside#monitoring#recess#when#the#
students#are#outside.# 

• Students#must#be#accounted#for#each#day#with#attendance#being#taken.#These#
logs#should#be#kept#for#future#reference.# 

• Teachers#must#know#where#their#students#are#during#instructional#time.# 
• Sick#students#should#be#sent#to#the#school#medical#clinic,#where#the#School#Nurse#

will#decide#the#appropriate#next#steps. 
 

For#clear#communication#of#intentions,#the#following#best#practices#are#recommended#
when#at#all#possible:# 

• Meet#with#Beneficiaries#in#open,#highly#visible#areas.# 
• Bring#an#additional#adult#or#more#than#one#Beneficiary#when#going#off#campus#or#

to#secluded#areas#on#campus.# 
• Notify#other#Staff#members#or#persons#of#meetings#with#Beneficiaries#or#minors,#

particularly# when#the#meeting#or#activity#is#taking#place#in#more#remote#
locations# 

• Meet#in#rooms#with#windows#and#with#doors#open.# 
• Ask#Beneficiaries#beforehand#if#you#intend#to#touch#them.# 
• Inform#Beneficiaries#of#what#you#will#do#when#examining/taking#care/#diagnosing#

them#for#an#injury,#fever,#or#cold.# 
• Talk#Beneficiaries#through#procedures#or#complicated#instructions,#particularly#if#

you#need#to#physically#direct#them.# 
• Allow#Beneficiaries#to#choose#the#adults#that#work#with#them#or#accompany#

them#for#procedures#or#other#situations#in#which#they#might#be#nervous#or#
scared.# 

• Empower#Beneficiaries#by#giving#them#choices#and/or#information#as#well#as#exit#
strategies#in#case#they#feel#threatened#or#are#being#harmed.# 

• Follow#the#planned#itinerary#recorded#in#the#“Beneficiary#SignCout#Sheet”#when#
taking#Beneficiaries#offCcampus.# 



Procedures&  

Registering&as&a&Visitor&  

Visitors#must#register#when#they#first#arrive#on#campus.#During#normal#weekday#visiting#
hours,#the#security#guard#will#register#them#as#they#enter#the#campus.#During#the#
weekends#or#offChours,#the#visitor#shall#come#to#the#[what#location?]#and#register#with#
the#help#of#a#staff#member.#The#visitor#must#declare#a#host#who#is#willing#to#take#
responsibility#for#the#visitor#while#s/he#is#on#campus.#  

Hiring&&&Training&  

When#hiring#or#accepting#volunteers,#MTM#will#take#due#diligence#to#vet#candidates#as#
both#having#the#appropriate#job#skills#and#being#safe,#responsible#individuals#to#work#
with#and#model#for#the#beneficiaries.# 

• All#candidates#for#employment#will#be#interviewed,#have#references#checked,#
and#required#to#turn#in#background#clearances#from#their#appropriate#law#
authorities#before#their#contract#is#finalized.# 

• As#part#of#a#probationary#contract,#locally#hired#staff#have#3#months#from#their#
first#day#onsite#to#obtain#their#police#clearance,#after#which#time#they#will#be#
suspended#or#not#given#a#full#contract.# 

• All#international#Staff#or#longCterm#Volunteers#must#have#their#background#
checks/police#clearances#and#an#MTMCapproved#‘Child#Protection’#training#
course#completed#before#arriving#at#MTM.# 

• MTM#will#hold#an#annual,#mandatory#PPB#training#for#all#Staff#and#any#current#
Volunteers.#Attendance#will#be#kept#and#a#report#will#be#sent#to#the#Director#of#
Programs#as#a#method#of#accountability.# 

• MTM#will#hold#annual,#ageCappropriate#trainings#for#the#Beneficiaries.#A#report#
will#be#sent#to#the#Director#of#Programs#as#a#method#of#accountability.## 

• Phone#numbers#of#PPB#contacts#will#be#posted#in#the#school#offices,#MTM#
offices,#and#at#least#one#public#space#at#each#residence#and#school.# 

• All#Staff#and#all#Volunteers#staying#more#than#one#month#must#read#and#sign#the#
PPB#“Certification#of#Comprehension#and#Compliance”#form#(Appendix#A).# 

• All#Guests#or#Volunteers#staying#than#one#month#are#required#to#read#and#sign#
the#PPB#“Overview#of#MTM#Rules:#Basic#Rules#and#Guidelines#for#ShortCTerm#
Volunteers.”#(Appendix#B)# 

• All#Volunteers#and#new#Staff#will#receive#an#orientation#regarding#PPB#within#the#
first#2#days#of#staying#or#working#at#MTM.#This#is#to#allow#the#Volunteers#and#
new#Staff#to#ask#questions#on#what#they#have#read#in#the#PPB#as#to#train#them#on#
the#subject.# 



• All#formal#contracts#require#that#the#Contractor#agree#to#follow#the#rules#of#the#
PPB#and#to#enforce#its#compliance#among#its#employees#that#work#at#MTM.#The#
appropriate#authority#must#sign#the#PPB#“Certification#of#Comprehension#and#
Compliance”#(Appendix#A)#on#behalf#of#the#contracting#organization,#agency,#
freeClancer,#or#business.#  
 

Taking&a&Beneficiary&Off>Campus& 

• The#“MTM)Beneficiary)SignAout)Sheet”#should#be#filled#out#and#approved#by#the#
School#Principal#when#a#Beneficiary#goes#offCcampus#but#is#not#released#into#the#
care#of#his/her#family.#(Appendix#C)# 

• A#Beneficiary#must#be#accompanied#by#at#least#two#adults#or#one#adult#and#
another#Beneficiary#when#riding#in#a#private#vehicle#unless#traveling#with#a#
parent#or#guardian.# 

• Beneficiaries#will#be#given#contact#numbers#for#MTM#Staff#and#should#be#told#the#
plan#for#the#day.# 
 

Providing&Medical&Care&to&a&Beneficiary& 

• Beneficiaries#have#the#option#of#requesting#an#adult#to#accompany#them#when#
they#see#a#doctor#or#trained#medical#professional.#They#also#have#the#right#to#
refuse#for#an#adult#to#accompany#them#into#the#doctor#or#clinician’s#office.# 

• Any#medical#needs#that#are#being#attended#to#onCcampus#must#be#addressed#in#
the#clinic#room#unless#it#is#an#emergency#and#must#be#addressed#at#the#site#of#an#
incident.# 

• Basic#medical#needs,#such#as#headaches,#upset#stomachs,#scrapes,#and#cuts,#may#
be#attended#to#by#a#Staff#member.#More#advanced#medical#needs#must#be#
referred#to#school#clinic#and#conducted#by#a#trained#medical#professional.#As#
with#any#situation,#Staff#should#not#have#the#door#of#the#clinic#shut#unless#there#
is#another#adult#or#child#present#or#unless#s/he#is#a#trained#medical#professional.# 

• Beneficiaries#who#are#minors#will#be#accompanied#by#at#least#one#adult#when#
visiting#a#medical#clinic#or#hospital.# 

• Beneficiaries#younger#than#12#years#old#are#allowed#to#have#a#private#hospital#
room#if#they#have#to#spend#the#night#at#the#hospital.#This#allows#an#MTM#Staff#
member#to#stay#with#the#child.# 

• MTM#Staff#members#will#rotate#staying#with#a#hospitalized#child#unless#given#
permission#or#asked#to#stay#by#the#Director#of#Programs.#No#Staff#may#stay#more#
than#two#consecutive#nights.# 

• When#a#Beneficiary#is#hospitalized,#the#MTM#Staff#person#coming#to#visit#or#to#
stay#with#the#Beneficiary#should#be#allowed#to#meet#with#the#Beneficiary#to#
discuss#how#s/he#have#been#treated.#The#Beneficiary#should#be#reassured#that#
s/he#can#speak#freely#without#fear.#This#will#give#him/her#an#opportunity#to#
report#any#problems.# 



• Just#as#with#any#Beneficiaries#going#offCcampus#by#themselves,#all#hospitalized#
Beneficiaries#should#be#left#with#contact#numbers#of#multiple#MTM#employees#so#
that#they#can#contact#MTM#if#they#need#assistance.#If#possible,#the#Beneficiary#
will#be#left#with#a#cell#phone#in#order#to#call#in#case#of#emergency.# 

• Any#nonCemergency#or#elective#operation#or#medical#procedure#must#be#
approved#by#the#beneficiary’s#parent#or#guardian#and#the#Ministry#of#Health#and#
Social#Welfare#must#be#notified.# 

• For#all#emergency#medical#procedures#or#operations,#the#Ministry#of#Health#and#
Social#Welfare#must#be#notified#within#24#hours#and#the#parent#or#guardian#
called#as#soon#as#possible.# 

• The#parent/guardian#for#each#Beneficiary#must#sign#the#“Parent/Guardian#
Authorization#Letter”#(Appendix#D).#
  

Reporting&a&Beneficiary&Missing& From&On>Campus&  

If#a#Beneficiary#is#noticed#as#absent#from#scheduled#activities#but#is#supposed#to#be#on#
the#MTM#property,#but#whose#whereabouts#cannot#be#determined,#the#procedure#is#as#
follows: 

1. When#a#Beneficiary#is#noticed#missing,#inform#the#School#Principal,#administrator,#or#
highest#ranking#supervisor#located#on#the#MTM#grounds#at#that#time.##

2. Chose#5C15#people#to#search#grounds.#Set#a#reconvening#time#of#10C#20#minutes.##

3. Establish#the#last#time#when#the#Beneficiary#was#seen#by#asking#Staff#and#other#
Beneficiaries#likely#to#know#(best#friends,#individuals#with#whom#s/he#was#
supposed#to#be#in#an#activity).#Also#work#to#find#possible#reasons#and#places#the#
Beneficiary#might#go.##

4. If#the#above#meeting#brings#insufficient#information,#assemble#all#Staff#to#ask#for#
information.##

5. When#a#Beneficiary#has#been#missing#for#more#than#one#(1)#hour#and#there#has#been#a#
search#and#information#gathering#of#more#than#30#minutes,#contact#the#School#
Principal#if#s/he#is#offCsite#and#any#other#personnel#who#are#offCsite.#Continue#the#
search#in#surrounding#areas.##

6. After#the#Beneficiary#has#been#missing#for#more#than#four#(4)#hours#and/or#there#is#
probable#cause#that#the#s/he#is#at#significant#risk,#contact#the#police#and#the#
Ministry#of#Health#and#Social#Welfare.##

7. After#eight#(8)#hours,#contact#parent#or#guardian.##



8. After#either#the#Beneficiary#is#found#or#24#hours#has#passed,#document#the#incident#
and#report#to#[who#to#report#to?].##

From&an&Off>Campus&Trip 

If#a#Beneficiary#is#noticed#as#absent#from#scheduled#offCsite#activities,#but#is#known#to#
have#come#with#the#group,#the#procedure#is#as#follows: 

1. When#a#Beneficiary#is#noticed#missing,#inform#the#School#Principal,#administrator,#or#
highest#ranking#MTM#supervisor#attending#the#activity.##

2. Ask#MTM#members#at#the#activity#for#information#on#the#missing#Beneficiary.##

3. Chose#5C15#MTM#Beneficiaries#to#go#in#pairs#to#search#the#area#of#the#activity.#Set#a#
reconvening##time#of#5C20#minutes.##

4. Notify#the#activity#organizer#and#the#site#host#of#missing#Beneficiary.#Make#an#
announcement#to##the#activity#participants#and#audience#asking#for#the#
Beneficiary#to#please#meet#his/her#group#as##a#set#meeting#point.##

5. Search#area#again.#Set#a#reconvening#time#of#5C20#minutes##

6. Contact#the#School#Principal.#If#the#School#Principal#is#present,#contact#a#member#of#
the#MTM#administration#who#is#onCsite#at#MTM.#Have#the#onCsite#Staff#members#
gather#information#about#the#lost#Beneficiary#to#determine#if#there#is#knowledge#
suggesting#where#the#person#might#be.#

7. After#the#Beneficiary#has#been#missing#for#more#than#one#and#a#half#(1.5)#hours,#and#a#
search##has#been#conducted,#OR#it#has#been#established#that#there#is#probable#
cause#that#the#Beneficiary##is#at#significant#risk,#contact#the#police#and#the#
Ministry#of#Health#and#Social#Welfare.##

8. After#four#(4)#hours,#contact#the#Beneficiary’s#parent#or#guardian.##

9. After#either#the#Beneficiary#is#found#or#24#hours#has#passed,#document#the#incident#
and#report#to#[who#to#report#to?].##

Reporting&a&Suspicion&or&Incident&of&Abuse 

In#the#unfortunate#event#that#abuse#(physical,#mental,#or#sexual)#does#occur,#MTM#has#a#
system#in#place#for#reporting#and#investigating. 

All#reports#or#suspicions#of#abuse#or#neglect#must#be#given#to#the#Advocate#(APB)#on#the#
site#where: 



• the#alleged#abused#Beneficiary,#Staff,#Visitor,#or#Volunteer#resides# 

• the#alleged#abuse#took#place# 

• the#alleged#abuser#works#or#resides#  

Because#of#societal#pressures#and#taboos#surrounding#abuse,#individuals#may#be#
embarrassed#or#afraid#to#discuss#openly#such#a#sensitive#subject.#Therefore,#in#order#to#
encourage#open#communication,#reports#regarding#abuse#or#neglect#can#be#entrusted#to#
a#number#of#trained#individuals,#who#will#bring#the#report#to#the#APB#and/or#proper#
authorities.#They#are#the#following:# 

• Advocate#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(APB)# 
• Head#of#the#Program#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(HPPB)# 
• External#Beneficiary#Contacts# 
• Youth#Leader#Beneficiary#Contacts# 
• School#Principal#or#Assistant#Principal 
• Staff# 
• Director#of#Programs 

 
This#web#of#people#is#meant#to#create#a#safety#net#and#a#system#of#support#for#
individuals#so#that#the#code#of#silence#can#be#broken.# Knowing#that#statistically,#the#
majority#of#abuse#reports#are#valid,#MTM#takes#seriously#all#reports#of#incidents#and#
suspicions.#No#person#will#be#punished#for#information#or#suspicions#if#given#accurately#
and#in#good#faith.#Alleged#victims,#accusers,#or#perpetrators#will#be#treated#fairly#and#
listened#to#with#an#open#mind#and#neutral#language#with#no#assumptions#of#guilt#or#
innocence.#All#parties#will#be#protected#and#taken#care#of#so#as#to#not#unjustly#damage#
reputations.#  

Investigation&Procedure&  

Reports#of#abuse#or#neglect#will#fall#under#one#of#four#categories:# 

1. Internal#to#MTM,#abuse#of'a#MTM#Beneficiary 
2. Internal#to#MTM,#abuse#of'a#Staff#member,#Volunteer,#or#Visitor.#These#may#or#

may#not#be#minors#but#we#will#handle#all#of#these#cases#using#the#same#
procedural#outline#as#all#MTM#community#members’#health,#wellbeing#and#
safety#are#important#to#MTM.# 

3. External#to#MTM,#abuse#of'an#MTM#Beneficiary,#Volunteer,#Staff#Member,#or#
Visitor# 

4. External#to#MTM,#abuse#by'an#MTM#Beneficiary,#Volunteer,#Staff#Member,#or#
Visitor# 



“Internal#to#MTM”#refers#to#whenever#Beneficiaries#are#in#the#care#of#MTM,#whether#
onCsite#or#offCsite.#As#regards#to#Staff,#Volunteers,#or#Visitors,#“internal#to#MTM”#refers#
to#during#‘work#hours,’#while#onCsite,#and#while#offCsite#in#an#official#MTM#role#or#
capacity,#or#at#an#MTMCsponsored#program. 

“External#to#MTM”#refers#to#whenever#Beneficiaries#are#in#the#care#of#family,#relatives,#
or#guardians.#As#regards#to#Staff,#Volunteers,#or#Visitors,#“external#to#MTM”#refers#to#
whenever#a#Volunteer,#Staff#member,#or#Visitor#is#offCsite#and$on#vacation,#on#a#“dayC
off”/”not#working”,#or#for#a#newly#reported#incident#that#occurred#prior#to#an#individual#
being#associated#as#a#Staff#member,#Contractor,#or#Volunteer#of#MTM. 

While#most#of#these#categories#follow#the#same#sort#of#procedures,#they#will#be#outlined#
separately#in#order#to#help#simplify#and#clarify#the#process. 

The#Beneficiaries’#safety#as#well#as#principles#of#justice#and#dignity#will#guide#the#
investigation.#The#right#of#the#victim#will#be#ensured.#‘Whistleblowers’#will#be#protected.#
Alleged#perpetrators#will#be#handled#with#dignity.#All#investigations#will#be#handled#and#
resolved#as#quickly#as#possible#without#compromising#the#accuracy,#thoroughness#or#
neutrality#of#the#report.#Any#terminations#of#contract,#leaves#of#absence,#or#provisionary#
restrictions#are#actions#taken#as#preventative#measures#to#protect#Beneficiaries,#the#
MTM#community,#and#the#accused#individual.#They#are#not#punishments#against#an#
individual#intended#to#make#a#statement#about#guilt,#character,#or#ability,#and#no#person#
within#the#MTM#community#should#treat#them#as#such. 

Internal&to&MTM,&Abuse&of&an&MTM&Beneficiary 

When#an#APB#receives#a#report#of#abuse#of#a#MTM#Beneficiary,#the#following#
information#will#be#recorded#as#best#as#the#reporter#is#able#to#answer#the#questions: 

• Name,#age,#and#place#of#residence#of#the#alleged#victim# 
• Reporter’s#name,#age,#contact#information,# relationship/affiliation#to#the#alleged#

victim#and#to#MTM# 
• Name,#age,#job,#contact#information#of#alleged#perpetrator#(physical#description,#

if#necessary)# 
• Approximate#date(s)#of#the#alleged#abuse/suspicious#behavior# 
• Nature,#type(s),#circumstances,#and#location(s)#of#alleged#abuse#or#suspicious#

behavior# 
• Potential#witnesses# 
• Additional,#pertinent#details# 

#

Then#the#APB#will#take#the#following#steps#in#the#order#that#is#indicated: 

1.#APB#notifies#the#following#people: 



• HPPB##
• Director#of#Programs#
• MTM#CEO/Founder#
• MTM#Board#Chairman#
• School#Principal#

#
These#people#are#told#in#confidentiality#and#will#not#receive#the#alleged#victim’s#name#or#
the#name#of#the#person#reporting#the#suspicion#or#incident#unless#it#is#necessary#for#
his/her#protection,#the#protection#of#Beneficiaries,#or#for#legal#reasons.#The#above#
individuals#and#groups#are#not#to#take#any#actions#initially#but#are#to#hold#the#APB#
accountable#for#thoroughly#and#fairly#investigating#the#report(s). 

2.#If#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#a#Visitor#or#Contractor,#s/he#is#notified#immediately#that#
they#are#prohibited#from#being#on#MTM#property#and#from#having#contact#with#
Beneficiaries#until#“a#situation#is#resolved.”#The#perpetrator#should#not#be#informed#of#
the#name#of#the#accuser#or#the#reporter#until#an#appropriate#time#and#situation#after#
there#has#been#an#interview#with#the#reporter,#the#alleged#victim,#and#witnesses.#The#
APB#must#take#precautions#so#as#to#not#damage#the#person’s#reputation#or#create#libel#
or#gossip.##

3.##If#the#accusation#is#against#an#MTM#Director,#an#APB,#or#a#MTM#Board#member,#the#
HPPB#takes#over#from#the#APB#for#the#investigation.#The#APB#serves#two#different#but#
related#roles#in#the#Policy#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(PPB):#1)#Investigating#and#
reporting#on#claims#of#suspicion#or#incidents#of#abuse;#2)#Supporting#and#liaising#with#
the#alleged#victim,#the#victim’s#family,#the#MTM#community,#and#the#alleged#
perpetrator.#Therefore,#whenever#the#PPB#addresses#the#APB’s#tasks#in#addressing#the#
first#role,#the#HPPB#shall#take#over#these#functions.#The#tasks#detailed#in#the#PPB#which#
address#the#second#role#will#continue#to#be#the#APB’s#unless#the#APB#has#been#accused#
or#implicated#in#the#abuse.#In#such#a#case,#another#person#will#be#assigned#by#the#HPPB#
to#be#the#“Advocate”#for#the#case.#Tasks#may#include,#but#are#not#limited#to,#providing#
access#to:#hospital#or#health#care,#medical#examinations,#counseling,#or#tutoring.#
#Additionally,#if#the#accusation#is#against#a#MTM#Director,#an#APB,#or#a#MTM#Board#
member,#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#given#a#leave#of#absence,#pay#is#suspended,#and#s/he#
is#barred#from#initiating#contact#with#Beneficiaries#or#staff#until#a#resolution#is#reach.#
This#should#be#handled#as#discreetly#as#possible.#This#is#done#because#of#the#power#and#
influence#that#these#individuals#wield#in#their#positions.##
#

In#regards#to#any#other#alleged#perpetrator,#necessary#precautions#are#to#be#taken#to#
ensure#the#safety#of#Beneficiaries,#Staff,#Volunteers,#and#Visitors.#This#could#mean#but#is#
not#limited#to:#extra#monitoring,#removal#to#a#secondary#location,#barring#from#a#MTM#
site,#sending#a#Staff#member#or#Beneficiary#home,#etc.#This#decision#is#made#by#the#
acting#APB#and#HPPB#together#after#assessing#the#risk#of#the#alleged#perpetrator#to#the#
MTM#community.#History,#job#position,#access#to#resources#and#Beneficiaries,#potential#



stresses#and#triggers#for#abuse,#personal#&#financial#background,#and#the#climate#at#the#
MTM#site#can#all#be#used#in#the#risk#assessment. 

4.#The#APB#conducts#a#preliminary#investigation.#This#will#have#started#with#the#initial#
report.#The#APB#should#whenever#possible#record#(with#video/audio)#interviews#with#the#
accused,#the#alleged#victim,#and#witnesses.#This#preliminary#investigation#should#take#no#
more#than#48#hours.#If#the#preliminary#investigation#requires#more#than#48#hours,#the#
HPPB#must#be#informed#with#the#expected#report#submission#date#and#the#reason.#If#the#
HPPB#feels#there#are#unnecessary#delays,#then#the#HPPB#may#agree#that#the#extension#
be#denied#or#that#the#case#be#taken#away#from#the#APB#and#reassigned#to#another#
appropriate#staff#member.#In#such#a#case,#an#investigation#of#the#APB#and#his/her#
reporting#will#be#done#by#the#HPPB. 

Additionally,#if#the#HPPB,#MTM#Director#of#Programs,#or#a#site#Director#has#serious#
concerns#about#the#APB’s#ability#to#do#his/her#job#in#a#fair#manner,#the#concerned#party#
may#report#his/her#reasoning#to#the#HPPB. 

5.#If#the#APB’s#report#finds#that#the#abuse#accusations#are#likely#true#and#if#the#alleged#
perpetrator#is#a#Volunteer#or#Staff#member,#s/he#will#be#given#a#leave#of#absence#with#
suspension#of#pay.#S/he#will#be#prohibited#from#being#on#the#MTM#site#and#potentially#
from#all#MTM#sites.#S/he#will#also#be#barred#from#contacting#any#and#all#MTM#
Beneficiaries#and#any#MTM#Staff#member#except#for#the#APB.#MTM#Staff#Members#will#
be#informed#in#generalities#of#the#situation#and#that#the#accused#is#barred#from#the#site#
and#from#contacting#Beneficiaries.#They#will#also#be#warned#against#having#contact#with#
the#accused.#Appropriate#local#authorities#and#government#agencies#are#notified. 

If#the#APB’s#report#finds#that#the#abuse#accusations#are#likely#false,#the#Staff#Member,#
Beneficiary,#or#Volunteer#is#returned#to#their#position.#Pay,#if#relevant,#remains#
suspended#until#the#Director#of#Programs#approves#this#decision#and#closes#the#case. 

6.#The#APB’s#report#is#distributed#to#the#following#people:##

• HPPB#
• School#Principal#
• Director#of#Programs#
• Other?#

#
The#report#should#contain#recommendations#regarding#continuation#of#the#
investigation. 

7.#The#Director#of#Programs#reviews#the#report.#If#s/he#feels#the#accused#has#been#
cleared#of#guilt,#then#s/he#authorizes,#if#relevant,#back#pay#(and#a#return#to#his/her#
position#if#that#has#not#yet#occurred).#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#a#report#on#
his/her#findings#and#makes#recommendations#on#topics#such#as:#system#and#procedural#
changes,#repercussions#for#false#claims#(if#malicious),#and#rectification#of#the#situation.#



The#APB#will#follow#up#as#necessary#with#the#previously#accused,#reporter,#alleged#
victim,#families,#local#authorities,#and#government#agencies. 

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#the#accused#has#not#been#cleared#of#guilt,#then#s/he#
investigate#further.#Local#authorities#and#government#agencies#are#notified#if#they#have#
not#been#previously.#Beneficiaries,#Volunteers,#and#Staff#of#relevant#sites#are#asked#if#
anyone#has#information#to#report#regarding#potential#abuse. 

[NOTE:$The$alleged$victim$or$his/her$family$is$free$to$contact$local$authorities$at$any$time$
and$MTM$will$support$this$decision.$This$will$also$continuously$be$presented$as$an$option$
when$the$APB$works$with$the$alleged$victim$to$find$and$access$resources.$However,$this$
initiative$to$contact$authorities$without$the$alleged$victim’s$consent$will$not$be$employed$
unless$mandated$by$law.$During$the$MTM$Policy$for$the$Protection$of$Beneficiaries,$MTM$
would$not$contact$the$authorities$until$this$stage$when$credibility$of$the$claim$has$been$
established.] 

8.#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#his/her#comprehensive#report#to#the#HPPB,#School#
Principal,#MTM#CEO,#and#MTM#Board#Chair. 

If#at#this#time,#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#that#the#accused#has#been#cleared#of#guilt,#
then#s/he#authorizes,#if#relevant,#back#pay#(and#a#return#to#his/her#position#if#that#has#
not#yet#occurred).#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#a#report#on#his/her#findings#and#
makes#recommendations#on#topics#such#as:#system#and#procedural#changes,#
repercussions#for#false#claims#(if#malicious),#rectification#of#the#situation.#The#APB#will#
follow#up#as#necessary#with#the#previously#accused,#reporter,#alleged#victim,#families,#
local#authorities,#and#government#agencies. 

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#the#accused#has#not#been#cleared#of#guilt,#then#the#Staff#
member,#Volunteer,#or#Beneficiary’s#contract#is#terminated#(or#contract#is#not#renewed)#
and#salary,#if#relevant,#is#paid#up#until#the#suspension#date.#In#a#rare#case,#it#may#be#
recommended#that#the#situation#was#not#as#severe#and/or#not#as#originally#perceived;#
the#Director#of#Programs#may#recommend#a#strict#course#of#action#in lieu#of#contract#
termination,#particularly#if#it#regards#a#Beneficiary#who#is#a#minor.#This#is#based#on#a#risk#
assessment#of#the#accused,#taking#into#account#factors#such#as#history,#triggers,#job#
position#&#responsibilities,#ability#of#a#supervisor#to#monitor#the#accused,#the#situation#
at#the#MTM#site,#and#the#MTM#community’s#needs.#The#APB#notifies#appropriate#local#
authorities#and#government#agencies.#The#APB#will#follow#up#as#necessary#with#the#
perpetrator,#reporter,#victim,#victim’s#family,#local#authorities,#and#government#
agencies. 

9.#APB,#HPPB,#School#Principal,#and#Director#of#Programs#will#use#the#report#findings#and#
recommendations#as#well#as#their#own#understanding#and#experience#to#analyze#
reasons#why#the#abuse#was#able#to#occur#and#how#structures#and#systems#can#be#
changed#to#prevent#further#incidents.#If#relevant,#they#will#work#with#other#directors#and#
APBs#to#address#similar#structural#and#system#changes#at#other#sites.# 



Throughout#the#investigation#process,#the#APB#will#address#issues#concerning: 

• The#Victim#(such#as#psychological/emotional,#and#physical#health;#educational#&#
social##problems,#etc.)##

• The#MTM#Community#(trust,#trauma,#respect,#rights,#reporting,#etc.)##
• The#Victim’s#Family#(social#pressure#&#backlash,#stigmatization,#etc.)##
• The#Reporter#(backlash,#social#pressure,#false#reports,#etc.)##
• The#Perpetrator#(psychological#&#physical#health,#etc.)###

#
It#should#be#understood#that#throughout#the#process#as#information#and#understanding#
become#clearer,#the#victim,#perpetrator,#and#reporter#roles#may#change#or#switch.##The#
APB#works#to#bring#about#healing#by#addressing#issues,#not#covering#them#up.#This#will#
require#followCup#long#past#the#time#of#the#investigation#process.#All#of#the#followCup#
will#be#recorded#and#filed.#Periodic#updates#will#be#sent#to#the#MTM#CEO,#MTM#Board#
Chair,#and#the#HPPB.#Only#case#summaries#and#reports#of#statistics,#both#without#use#of#
Beneficiaries’,#minors’,#or#nonCguilty#parties’#names,#shall#be#available#to#Donors#or#the#
public.#Only#approved#persons#who#have#legal#authority#to#review#the#full#reports#will#be#
allowed#after#the#HPPB#has#been#notified.###
 
Internal&to&MTM,&Abuse&of&a&Staff&member,&Volunteer,&or&Visitor&  

It#is#possible#that#a#Staff#member,#Volunteer,#or#Visitor#could#experience#abuse#–#from#a#
coworker,#Volunteer,#Beneficiary,#or#Visitor.#While#the#majority#of#people#who#fall#into#
these#nonCbeneficiary#categories#are#adults,#some#are#minors#and#so#this#policy#is#
included#in#the#PPB.#  

When#an#APB#receives#a#report#of#abuse#of#a#MTM#Staff#member,#Volunteer,#or#Visitor,#
the#following#information#will#be#recorded#as#best#as#the#reporter#is#able#to#answer#the#
questions:# 

• Name,#age,#and#place#of#residence#of#the#alleged#victim##
• (If#relevant)#Abuse#incident/suspicion#Reporter’s#name,#age,#contact#information,#

#relationship/affiliation#to#the#alleged#victim#and#to#MTM##
• Name,#age,#job/situation,#contact#information#of#alleged#perpetrator#(physical#

description,#if##necessary)##
• Approximate#date(s)#of#the#alleged#abuse/suspicious#behavior##
• Nature,#type(s),#circumstances,#and#location(s)#of#alleged#abuse#or#suspicious#

behavior##
• Potential#witnesses##
• Additional,#pertinent#details#  

#
Then#the#APB#will#take#the#following#steps#in#the#order#that#is#indicated:##
#



1.#APB#notifies#the#following#people: 

• HPPB##
• Director#of#Programs#
• MTM#CEO/Founder#
• MTM#Board#Chairman#
• School#Principal#

#
These#people#are#told#in#confidentiality#and#will#not#receive#the#alleged#victim’s#name#or#
the#name#of#the#person#reporting#the#suspicion#or#incident#unless#it#is#necessary#for#
his/her#protection,#the#protection#of#Beneficiaries,#or#for#legal#reasons.#The#above#
individuals#and#groups#are#not#to#take#any#actions#initially#but#are#to#hold#the#APB#
accountable#for#thoroughly#and#fairly#investigating#the#report(s). 

2.#If#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#a#Visitor#or#Contractor,#s/he#is#notified#immediately#that#
they#are#prohibited#from#being#on#MTM#property#and#from#having#contact#with#
Beneficiaries#until#“a#situation#is#resolved.”#The#perpetrator#should#not#be#informed#of#
the#name#of#the#accuser#or#the#reporter#until#an#appropriate#time#and#situation#after#
there#has#been#an#interview#with#the#reporter,#the#alleged#victim,#and#witnesses.#The#
APB#must#take#precautions#so#as#to#not#damage#the#person’s#reputation#or#create#libel#
or#gossip. 

In#the#case#of#a#Visitor#on#Visitor#abuse,#the#situation#is#difficult#to#handle#and#can#have#
many#nuances.#Thus,#it#will#be#handled#on#a#caseCbyCcase#basis.#MOHSW#will#be#
contacted#if#one#of#the#Visitors#is#a#minor.#Other#government#agencies#or#authorities#will#
be#contacted#as#necessary.#If#there#seems#to#be#a#clear#delineation#of#alleged#
perpetrator#and#victim,#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#barred#from#MTM#until#the#situation#is#
resolved.#The#alleged#victim#is#carefully#escorted#during#a#visit#to#MTM.#If#the#
delineation#is#murky#then#both#visitors#are#barred#from#MTM,#unless#requested#to#visit#
for#a#meeting#with#the#HPPB#or#APB,#until#the#situation#is#resolved.#MTM will#continue#to#
work#with#MOHSW,#social#workers,#and#a#lawyer#to#lay#out#more#specific#protocol#and#
illuminate#better#Liberian#law#to#handle#situations#such#as#described#here. 

3.#If#the#accusation#is#against#a#MTM#Director,#an#APB,#or#a#MTM#Board#member,#the#
HPPB#takes#over#from#the#APB#for#the#investigation.#The#APB#serves#two#different#but#
related#roles#in#the#Policy#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(PPB):#1)#Investigating#and#
reporting#on#claims#of#suspicion#or#incidents#of#abuse;#2)#Supporting#and#liaising#with#
the#alleged#victim,#the#victim’s#family,#the#MTM#community,#and#the#alleged#
perpetrator.#Therefore,#whenever#the#PPB#addresses#the#APB’s#tasks#in#addressing#the#
first#role,#the#HPPB#shall#take#over#these#functions.#The#tasks#detailed#in#the#PPB#which#
address#the#second#role#will#continue#to#be#the#APB’s#unless#the#APB#has#been#accused#
or#implicated#in#the#abuse.#In#such#a#case,#another#person#will#be#assigned#by#the#HPPB#
to#be#the#“Advocate”#for#the#case.#Tasks#may#include,#but#are#not#limited#to,#providing#
access#to:#hospital#or#health#care,#medical#examinations,#counseling,#or#tutoring.##



Additionally,#if#the#accusation#is#against#a#MTM#Director,#an#APB,#or#a#MTM#Board#
member,#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#given#a#leave#of#absence,#pay#is#suspended,#and#s/he#
is#barred#from#initiating#contact#with#Beneficiaries#or#Staff#until#a#resolution#is#reach.#
This#should#be#handled#as#discreetly#as#possible.#This#is#done#because#of#the#power#and#
influence#that#these#individuals#wield#in#their#positions.##In#regards#to#any#other#alleged#
perpetrator,#necessary#precautions#are#to#be#taken#to#ensure#the#safety#of#Beneficiaries,#
Staff,#Volunteers,#and#Visitors.#This#could#mean#but#is#not#limited#to:#extra#monitoring,#
removal#to#a#secondary#location,#barring#from#a#MTM#site,#sending#a#Staff#member#or#
Beneficiary#home,#etc.#This#decision#is#made#by#the#acting#Site#Manager,#assigned#APB,#
and#HPPB#together#after#assessing#the#risk#of#the#alleged#perpetrator#to#the#MTM#
community.#History,#job#position,#access#to#resources#and#Beneficiaries,#potential#
stresses#and#triggers#for#abuse,#personal#&#financial#background,#and#the#climate#at#the#
MTM#site#can#all#be#used#in#the#risk#assessment.##

4.#The#APB#conducts#a#preliminary#investigation.#This#will#have#started#with#the#initial#
report.#Depending#on#the#severity#of#the#claim,#the#APB#should#record#(with#
video/audio)#interviews#with#the#accused,#the#alleged#victim,#and#witnesses.#This#
preliminary#investigation#should#take#no#more#than#48#hours.#If#the#preliminary#
investigation#requires#more#than#48#hours,#the#HPPB#must#be#informed#with#the#
expected#report#submission#date#and#the#reason.#If#the#HPPB#feels#there#are#
unnecessary#delays,#then#the#HPPB#may#agree#that#the#extension#be#denied#or#that#the#
case#be#taken#away#from#the#APB#and#reassigned#to#another#appropriate#staff#member.#
In#such#a#case,#an#investigation#of#the#APB#and#his/her#reporting#will#be#done#by#the#
HPPB.##

Additionally,#if#the#HPPB,#Director#of#Programs,#or#a#site#Director#has#serious#concerns#
about#the#APB’s#ability#to#do#his/her#job#in#a#fair#manner,#the#concerned#party#may#
report#his/her#reasoning#to#the#HPPB. 

5.#If#the#APB’s#report#finds#that#the#abuse#accusations#are#likely#true#and#if#the#alleged#
perpetrator#is#a#Volunteer#or#Staff#member,#s/he#will#be#given#a#leave#of#absence#with#
suspension#of#pay.#S/he#will#be#prohibited#from#being#on#the#MTM#site#and#potentially#
from#all#MTM#sites.#S/he#will#also#be#barred#from#contacting#members#of#the#MTM#
community#except#for#the#APB#or#HPPB.#MTM#Staff#members#will#be#informed#in#
generalities#of#the#situation#and#that#the#accused#barred#from#the#site#and#from#
contacting#Beneficiaries.#They#are#also#warned#against#having#contact#with#the#accused.#
Appropriate#local#authorities#and#government#agencies#are#notified.###

If#the#APB’s#report#finds#that#the#abuse#accusations#are#likely#false,#the#Staff#member,#
Beneficiary,#or#Volunteer#is#returned#to#their#position.#Pay,#if#relevant,#remains#
suspended#until#the#Director#of#Programs#approves#this#decision#and#closes#the#case.##

6.#The#APB’s#report#is#distributed#to#the#following#people:##



• HPPB#
• School#Principal#
• Director#of#Programs#
• Other?#

#
The#report#should#contain#recommendations#regarding#continuation#of#the#
investigation.##

7.#The#Director#of#Programs#reviews#the#report.#If#s/he#feels#the#accused#has#been#
cleared#of#guilt,#then#s/he#authorizes,#if#relevant,#back#pay#(and#a#return#to#his/her#
position#if#that#has#not#yet#occurred).#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#a#report#on#their#
findings#and#makes#recommendations#on#topics#such#as:#system#and#procedural#
changes,#repercussions#for#false#claims#(if#malicious),#and#rectification#of#the#situation.#
The#APB#will#follow#up#as#necessary#with#the#previously#accused,#reporter,#alleged#
victim,#families,#local#authorities,#and#government#agencies.###

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#the#accused#has#not#been#cleared#of#guilt,#then#they#
investigate#further.#Local#authorities#and#government#agencies#are#notified#if#they#have#
not#been#previously.#Beneficiaries,#Volunteers,#and#Staff#of#relevant#sites#are#reminded#
of#resources#for#reporting#abuse#and#are#asked#if#anyone#has#information#to#report.###

[NOTE:$The$alleged$victim$or$his/her$family$is$free$to$contact$local$authorities$at$any$time$
and$MTM$will$support$this$decision.$This$will$also$continuously$be$presented$as$an$option$
when$the$APB$works$with$the$alleged$victim$to$find$and$access$resources.$However,$this$
initiative$to$contact$authorities$without$the$alleged$victim’s$consent$will$not$be$employed$
unless$mandated$by$law.$During$the$MTM$Policy$for$the$Protection$of$Beneficiaries,$MTM$
would$not$contact$the$authorities$until$this$stage$when$credibility$of$the$claim$has$been$
established.]#

8.#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#his/her#comprehensive#report#to#the#HPPB,#School#
Principal,#MTM#CEO,#and#MTM#Board#Chair.###

If#at#that#time,#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#that#the#accused#has#been#cleared#of#guilt,#
then#s/he#authorizes,#if#relevant,#back#pay#(and#a#return#to#his/her#position#if#that#has#
not#yet#occurred).#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#a#report#on#their#findings#and#makes#
recommendations#on#topics#such#as:#system#and#procedural#changes,#repercussions#for#
false#claims#(if#malicious),#rectification#of#the#situation.#The#APB#will#follow#up#as#
necessary#with#the#previously#accused,#reporter,#alleged#victim,#families,#local#
authorities,#and#government#agencies.###

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#the#accused#has#not#been#cleared#of#guilt,#then#the#Staff#
member,#Volunteer,#or#Beneficiary’s#contract#is#terminated#(or#contract#is#not#renewed)#
and#salary,#if#relevant,#is#paid#up#until#the#suspension#date.#In#a#rare#case,#it#may#be#
recommended#that#the#situation#was#not#as#severe#and/or#not#as#originally#perceived;#



the#Director#of#Programs#may#recommend#a#strict#course#of#action#in#lieu#of#contract#
termination,#particularly#if#it#regards#a#beneficiary#who#is#a#minor.#This#is#based#on#a#risk#
assessment#of#the#accused,#taking#into#account#factors#such#as#history,#triggers,#job#
position#&#responsibilities,#ability#of#a#supervisor#to#monitor#the#accused,#the#situation#
at#the#MTM#site,#and#the#MTM#community’s#needs.#The#APB#notifies#appropriate#local#
authorities#and#government#agencies.#The#APB#will#follow#up#as#necessary#with#the#
perpetrator,#reporter,#victim,#victim’s#family,#local#authorities,#and#government#
agencies.##

9.#APB,#HPPB,#Executive#Director,#and#Site#Director#will#use#the#IRC#report#findings#and#
recommendations#as#well#as#their#own#understanding#and#experience#to#analyze#
reasons#why#the#abuse#was#able#to#occur#and#how#structures#and#systems#can#be#
changed#to#prevent#further#incidents.#If#relevant,#they#will#work#with#other#directors#and#
APBs#to#address#similar#structural#and#system#changes#at#other#sites.##

Throughout#the#investigation#process,#the#APB#will#address#issues#concerning: 

• The#Victim#(such#as#psychological/emotional,#and#physical#health;#educational#&#
social# problems,#etc.)# 

• The#MTM#Community#(trust;#trauma;#respect;#rights;#reporting)# 
• The#Victim’s#Family#(social#pressure#&#backlash;#stigmatization;#etc.)# 
• The#Reporter#(backlash;#social#pressure;#false#reports;#etc.)# 
• The#Perpetrator#(psychological#&#physical#health;#etc.)# 

 
It#should#be#understood#that#throughout#the#process#through#the#revelation#of#truth,#
the#victim,#perpetrator,#and#reporter#roles#may#change#or#switch. 

The#APB#works#to#bring#about#healing#by#addressing#issues,#not#covering#them#up.#This#
will#require#followCup#long#past#the#time#of#the#investigation#process.#All#of#the#followC
up#will#be#recorded#and#filed.#Periodic#updates#will#be#sent#to#the#MTM#CEO,#MTM#
Board#Chair,#and#the#HPPB.#Only#case#summaries#and#reports#of#statistics,#both#without#
use#of#Beneficiaries’,#minors’,#or#nonCguilty#parties’#names,#shall#be#available#to#Donors#
or#the#public.#Only#approved#persons#who#have#legal#authority#to#review#the#full#reports#
will#be#allowed#after#the#HPPB#has#been#notified. 

External&to&MTM,&Abuse&of&an&MTM&Beneficiary,&Volunteer,&Staff&
Member,&or&Visitor 

MTM#is#concerned#about#the#health#and#wellbeing#of#all#its#community#members#and#
the#larger#community.#MTM#does#not#have#jurisdiction#over#abuse#outside#of#its#
organization,#programming,#and/or#facilities,#and#therefore,#is#unable#to#conduct#an#
investigation#or#enforce#safety#and#protection.#However,#the#MTM#community,#through#
the#PPB#organizational#structure,#will#provide#support#to#victims#seeking#assistance.#The#
APB#or#HPPB#will#inform#the#victim#of#available#resources#and#his/her#options.#



Additionally,#the#APB#or#HPPB#will#help#the#victim#access#services.#If#the#victim#is#a#
minor,#the#HPPB#or#APB#will#inform#the#proper#local#authorities#and#government#
ministries#according#to#Liberian#law.#The#APB#will#attempt#to#understand#the#case#and#
ensure#that#the#alleged#victim#is#safe,#particularly#Beneficiaries,#Volunteers#and#Staff.#
This#may#mean#helping#them#return#to#campus#or#barring#alleged#perpetrators#or#those#
coming#on#behalf#of#alleged#perpetrators#to#be#barred#from#an#MTM#site. 

External&to&MTM,&Abuse&by&an&MTM&Beneficiary,&Volunteer,&Staff&
Member,&or&Visitor 

An#APB#may#receive#a#report#of#abuse#by#a#MTM#Beneficiary,#Volunteer,#Staff#member#
or#Visitor#even#though#the#accused#was#not#under#the#care#of#MTM,#on#work#time#at#
MTM,#or#on#MTM#property.#Violent#or#sexual#assaults#are#almost#never#oneCtime#events#
but#are#symptoms#of#greater#problems#and#are#likely#to#occur#again.#Individuals#who#
display#such#behaviors#pose#safety#risks#to#the#MTM#community,#particularly#to#the#
Beneficiaries.#Any#report#must#be#taken#seriously#to#evaluate#if#the#individual#is#safe#to#
be#on#campus#with#assistance#to#deal#with#their#underlying#issues.#Therefore,#while#
MTM#has#no#jurisdiction#over#the#incident,#it#does#have#a#responsibility#to#its#community#
to#look#into#the#accusation#and#decide#if#any#action#must#be#taken#to#better#protect#the#
community,#particularly#to#ensure#the#Beneficiaries’#safety.#The#following#information#
will#be#recorded#as#best#as#the#reporter#is#able#to#answer#the#questions: 

• Name,#age,#and#place#of#residence#of#the#alleged#victim# 
• (If#relevant)#Abuse#incident/suspicion#Reporter’s#name,#age,#contact#information,#

 relationship/affiliation#to#the#alleged#victim#and#to#MTM# 
• Name,#age,#job,#contact#information#of#alleged#perpetrator#(physical#description,#

if#necessary)# 
• Approximate#date(s)#of#the#alleged#abuse/suspicious#behavior# 
• Nature,#type(s),#circumstances,#and#location(s)#of#alleged#abuse#or#suspicious#

behavior# 
• Potential#witnesses# 
• Additional,#pertinent#details# 

#
Then#the#APB#will#take#the#following#steps#in#the#order#that#is#indicated:##
 
1.#APB#notifies#the#following#people: 

• HPPB#
• Director#of#Programs#
• MTM#CEO/Founder#
• MTM#Board#Chairman#
• School#Principal#

#
These#people#are#told#in#confidentiality#and#will#not#receive#the#alleged#victim’s#name#or#



the#name#of#the#person#reporting#the#suspicion#or#incident#unless#it#is#necessary#for#
his/her#protection,#the#protection#of#Beneficiaries,#or#for#legal#reasons.#The#above#
individuals#and#groups#are#not#to#take#any#actions#initially#but#are#to#hold#the#APB#
accountable#for#thoroughly#and#fairly#investigating#the#report(s). 

2.#If#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#a#Visitor,#s/he#is#notified#immediately#that#they#are#
prohibited#from#being#on#MTM#property#and#from#having#contact#with#Beneficiaries#
until#“the#situation#is#resolved.”#The#perpetrator#should#not#be#informed#of#the#name#of#
the#accuser#or#the#reporter.#The#APB#must#take#precautions#so#as#to#not#damage#the#
person’s#reputation#or#create#libel#or#gossip.##If#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#a#Contractor#or#
employed#by#a#Contractor,#the#Contractor#is#responsible#through#the#signed#contract#
with#MTM#to#ensure#that#all#employees#and#subcontractors#pose#no#safety#risk#to#the#
MTM#community,#particularly#to#the#Beneficiaries.#The#Contractor#is#responsible#for#
handling#this#employee#and#if#necessary#reassigning#him/her#to#work#which#does#not#
require#him/her#to#be#on#MTM#property.#This#reassignment#does#not#establish#guilt#but#
is#a#precautionary#measure.#The#Contractor#must#notify#the#APB#of#the#reports#and#
actions#taken,#if#the#contractor#judges#the#employee#to#be#safe#for#MTM.#Ignoring#
accusations#of#violent#or#sexual#assault#by#an#employee#in#their#offCtime#is#not#an#
acceptable#measure#for#dealing#with#the#situation.#The#APB#is#available#to#work#with#the#
contractor#to#reach#a#safe#resolution.##

3.#If#the#accusation#is#against#an#MTM#Director,#an#APB,#or#an#MTM#Board#member,#the#
HPPB#takes#over#from#the#APB#for#the#investigation.#The#APB#serves#two#different#but#
related#roles#in#the#Policy#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries#(PPB):#1)#Inquiry#into#and#
reporting#on#claims#of#suspicion#or#incidents#of#abuse;#2)#Supporting#and#liaising#with#
the#alleged#victim,#the#victim’s#family,#the#MTM#community,#and#the#alleged#
perpetrator.#Therefore,#whenever#the#PPB#addresses#the#APB’s#tasks#in#addressing#the#
first#role,#the#HPPB#shall#take#over#these#functions.#The#tasks#detailed#in#the#PPB#which#
address#the#second#role#will#continue#to#be#the#APB’s#unless#the#APB#has#been#accused#
or#implicated#in#the#abuse.#In#such#a#case,#another#person#will#be#assigned#by#the#HPPB#
to#be#the#“Advocate”#for#the#case.#Tasks#may#include,#but#are#not#limited#to,#providing#
access#to:#hospital#or#health#care,#medical#examinations,#counseling,#or#tutoring.#

Additionally,#if#the#accusation#is#against#an#MTM#Director,#an#APB,#or#an#MTM#Board#
member,#the#alleged#perpetrator#is#given#a#leave#of#absence,#pay#is#suspended,#and#s/he#
is#barred#from#initiating#contact#with#Beneficiaries#or#staff#until#a#resolution#is#reach.#
This#should#be#handled#as#discreetly#as#possible#to#protect#the#reputation#of#the#
individual.#The#individual#is#removed#from#work#and#contact#with#the#community#
because#of#the#power#and#influence#that#these#individuals#wield#in#their#positions. 

As#regards#any#other#alleged#perpetrator,#necessary#precautions#are#to#be#taken#to#
ensure#the#safety#of#Beneficiaries,#Staff,#Volunteers,#and#Visitors.#This#is#based#on#a#risk#
assessment#of#the#accusation,#circumstances,#current#situation,#and#the#alleged#
perpetrator.#Appropriate#measures#could#mean#but#are#not#limited#to:#extra#monitoring,#



removal#to#a#secondary#location,#barring#from#a#MTM#site,#sending#a#Staff#member#or#
Beneficiary#home,#etc.#This#decision#is#made#by#the#acting#APB#and#HPPB#together. 

4.#The#APB#conducts#a#preliminary#inquiry.#As#this#is#an#incident#that#took#place#outside#
of#MTM#jurisdiction,#therefore,#the#APB#will#welcome#the#alleged#victim#to#speak#with#
MTM#about#the#incident,#but#neither#the#APB#nor#any#member#of#MTM#will#seek#an#
interview#or#meeting#with#the#alleged#victim.#The#APB#will#honor#the#alleged#victim’s#
right#to#privacy.##This#preliminary#inquiry#should#take#no#more#than#48#hours.#If#the#
preliminary#inquiry#requires#more#than#48#hours,#the#HPPB#must#be#informed#with#the#
expected#report#submission#date#and#the#reason.#If#the#HPPB#feels#there#are#
unnecessary#delays,#then$the#HPPB#may#agree#that#the#extension#be#denied#or#that#the#
case#be#taken#away#from#the#APB#and#reassigned#to#another#appropriate#staff#member.#
In#such#a#case,#an#investigation#of#the#APB#and#his/her#reporting#will#be#done#by#the#
HPPB.###

Additionally,#if#the#HPPB,#MTM#Director#of#Programs,#or#a#site#Director#has#serious#
concerns#about#the#APB’s#ability#to#do#his/her#job#in#a#fair#manner,#the#concerned#party#
may#report#his/her#reasoning#to#the#HPPB.##

5.#If#the#APB’s#report#finds#that#the#abuse#accusations#are#likely#true#and#if#the#alleged#
perpetrator#is#a#Volunteer#or#Staff#member,#s/he#will#be#given#a#leave#of#absence#with#
suspension#of#pay.#S/he#will#be#prohibited#from#being#on#the#MTM#site#and#potentially#
from#all#MTM#sites.#S/he#will#also#be#barred#from#contacting#any#and#all#MTM#
Beneficiaries#and#any#MTM#Staff#member#except#for#the#APB#or#HPPB.#MTM#Staff#
members#will#be#informed#in#generalities#of#the#situation#and#that#the#accused#barred#
from#the#site#and#from#contacting#Beneficiaries.#They#will#also#be#warned#against#having#
contact#with#the#accused.#If#appropriate,#local#authorities#and#government#agencies#are#
notified.#

If#the#APB’s#report#finds#that#the#abuse#accusations#are#likely#false,#the#Staff#member,#
Beneficiary,#or#Volunteer#is#returned#to#their#position.#Pay,#if#relevant,#remains#
suspended#until#the#Director#of#Programs#approves#this#decision#and#closes#the#case. 

6.#The#APB’s#report#is#distributed#to#the#following#people:##

• HPPB#
• School#Principal#
• Director#of#Programs#
• Other?#

#
The#report#should#contain#recommendations#regarding#continuation#of#the#inquiry.##

7.#The#Director#of#Programs#reviews#the#report.#If#s/he#feels#the#accusations#are#likely#
false,#then#s/he#authorizes,#if#relevant,#back#pay#(and#a#return#to#his/her#position#if#that#



has#not#yet#occurred).#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#a#report#on#his/her#findings#and#
makes#recommendations#on#topics#such#as:#system#and#procedural#changes,#
repercussions#for#false#claims#(if#malicious),#and#rectification#of#the#situation.#The#APB#
will#follow#up#as#necessary#with#the#previously#accused,#reporter,#alleged#victim,#
families,#local#authorities,#and#government#agencies.###

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#the#accusations#are#likely#true,#then#s/he#inquires#
further.#Local#authorities#and#government#agencies#are#notified#if#they#have#not#been#
previously.##

[NOTE:$The$alleged$victim$or$his/her$family$is$free$to$contact$local$authorities$at$any$time$
and$MTM$will$support$this$decision.$This$will$also$continuously$be$presented$as$an$option$
if$and$when$the$APB$works$with$the$alleged$victim$to$find$and$access$resources.$
However,$no$person$at$MTM,$including$the$APB$or$HPPB$will$attempt$to$contact$an$
alleged$victim$who$is$not$associated$with$MTM.$Additionally,$the$initiative$to$contact$
authorities$without$the$alleged$victim’s$consent$will$only$occur$if$1)$the$victim$has$spoken$
with$the$APB$about$the$accusation$and$2)$the$law$mandates$such$an$action.$During$the$
MTM$Policy$for$the$Protection$of$Beneficiaries,$MTM$would$not$contact$the$authorities$
until$this$stage$when$credibility$of$the$claim$has$been$established.]$#

8.#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#his/her#comprehensive#report#to#the#HPPB,#School#
Principal,#MTM#CEO,#and#MTM#Board#Chair. 

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#that#the#accusations#are#likely#false,#then#they#
authorize,#if#relevant,#back#pay#(and#a#return#to#his/her#position#if#that#has#not#yet#
occurred).#The#Director#of#Programs#issues#a#report#on#their#findings#and#makes#
recommendations#on#topics#such#as:#system#and#procedural#changes,#repercussions#for#
false#claims#(if#malicious),#rectification#of#the#situation.#The#APB#will#follow#up#as#
necessary#with#the#previously#accused,#reporter,#alleged#victim,#families,#local#
authorities,#and#government#agencies. 

If#the#Director#of#Programs#feels#the#accusations#are#likely#true#or#if#a#legal#conviction#is#
declared#or#newly#discovered,#then#the#Staff#member,#Volunteer,#Contractor,#
Consultant,#or#Beneficiary’s#contract#is#terminated#(or#contract#is#not#renewed)#and#
salary,#if#relevant,#is#paid#up#until#the#suspension#date.#If#the#accused#was#a#Visitor,#then#
they#will#be#permanently#barred#from#campus,#unless#s/he#is#a#parent/guardian/family#
member#of#a#Beneficiary#and#then#a#specific#protocol#for#visitation#may$be$(but#will#not#
necessarily#will#be)#implemented#for#the#Beneficiary#to#see#his/her#relative.#In#a#rare#
case,#it#may#be#recommended#that#the#situation#was#not#as#severe#and/or#not#as#
originally#perceived;#the#Director#of#Programs#may#recommend#a#strict#course#of#action#
in#lieu#of#contract#termination,#particularly#if#it#regards#a#Beneficiary#who#is#a#minor. 

If#the#accused#is#a#parent,#relative,#or#guardian,#then#MOHSW#will#be#contacted#about#
visitation.#If#protocol#can#be#establish#that#keeps#the#Beneficiaries#and#MTM#community#



safe,#then#the#parent,#relative,#or#guardian#might#be#able#to#continue#to#have#visitation.#
If#not,#s/he#will#be#permanently#barred#from#MTM#property#and#events. 

The#APB#notifies#appropriate#local#authorities#and#government#agencies.#The#APB#will#
followCup#as#necessary#and#appropriate#with#the#perpetrator,#reporter,#victim,#local#
authorities,#and#government#agencies. 

If#the#accused#is#a#MTM#Board#member#or#a#Donor,#s/he#may#be#allowed#to#stay#
associated#with#MTM#provided#that#measures#can#be#put#in#place#to#ensure#the#safety#of#
the#Beneficiaries#and#MTM#community.#This#is#because#Board#members#and#Donors#
have#very#little#actual#contact#with#Beneficiaries.#This#may#mean#that#they#do#not#
receive#mailings#with#Beneficiaries’#pictures#or#they#may#be#prohibited#from#contact#
(written,#verbal,#or#physical)#with#the#Beneficiaries.#S/he#will#be#barred#from#MTM#sites. 

9.#APB,#HPPB,#School#Principal,#and#Director#of#Programs#will#use#the#report#findings#and#
recommendations#as#well#as#their#own#understanding#and#experience#to#analyze#
reasons#why#the#abuse#was#able#to#occur#and#how#structures#and#systems#can#be#
changed#to#prevent#further#incidents.#If#relevant,#they#will#work#with#other#Directors#and#
APBs#to#address#similar#structural and#system#changes#at#other#sites.# 

Throughout#the#investigation#process,#the#APB#will#address#issues#concerning: 

• The#Victim#(such#as#psychological/emotional,#and#physical#health,#educational#&#
social# problems,#etc.)#if#the#victim#chooses#to#approach#MTM# 

• The#MTM#Community#(trust,#trauma,#respect,#rights,#reporting)# 
• The#Victim’s#Family#(social#pressure#&#backlash,#stigmatization,#etc.),#if#relevant#

and#appropriate# given#the#circumstances# 
• The#Reporter#(backlash,#social#pressure,#false#reports,#etc.)# 
• The#Perpetrator#(psychological#&#physical#health,#etc.)# Periodic#updates#may#be#

sent#to#the#MHI#Executive#Director#and#Board#President,#MTM#Executive#
Director,#Site#Director,#and#the#HPPB,#if#the#situation#necessitates#in#order#to#
help#facilitate#the#mental,#emotional,#physical,#and#spiritual#health#of#the#victim.#
Only#case#summaries#and#reports#of#statistics,#both#without#use#of#Beneficiaries’,#
minors’,#or#nonCguilty#parties’#names,#shall#be#available#to#Donors#or#the#public.#
Only#approved#persons#who#have#legal#authority#to#review#the#full#reports#will#be#
allowed#after#the#HPPB#has#been#notified.# 



Appendix&A:&Certification&of&Comprehension&and&Compliance 

Certification)of)Comprehension)and)Compliance#

Required#of#MTM#Administrators,#Staff,#Contractors,#Volunteers,#and#Adult#Beneficiaries#

As#an#administrator,#staff#member,#volunteer,#or#adult#beneficiary#of#More)Than)Me,#I#
have#the#moral#obligation#to#protect#beneficiaries#from#damage,#abuse#and#exploitation.#
I#certify#that#I#have#read,#understand,#and#will#adhere#to#the#code#of#ethics#and#the#
methods#outlined#in#this#document,#“Policy#for#the#Protection#of#Beneficiaries.”##

According#to#this#document#I#will#report#immediately#to#the#proper#authorities#any#
suspicions#or#incidents#of#inappropriate#conduct#or#damage#to#the#beneficiaries.#In#all#
earnest#I#consider#my#obligation#to#protect#children,#youth,#and#adults.#I#recognize#my#
responsibility#to#promote#safe#habits#and#the#need#to#protect#children#from#the#damage#
of#abuse#and#exploitation.#

#
______________________________________#
Name#(Printed)#
#
#
______________________________________#
Signature#
#
#
______________________________________#
Position#
#
#
______________________________________#
Date#
#
& &

Taylor Quinn

Education Movement Lead - Hampton Creek

November 19, 2015



Appendix&B:&Rules&&&Guidelines&for&Guests&&&Short>Term&
Volunteers 

Basic)Rules)and)Guidelines)for)Overnight)Guests)&)ShortATerm)Volunteers 

This#is#a#simplified#version#of#MTM’s#rules#and#regulations.#If#there#is#any#concern#about#
a#nuance#or#specific#situation,#ask#the#director#for#permission#to#deviate#from#these#
rules. 

Note:$We$use$the$word$“beneficiary”$instead$of$“children”$because$some$students$
enrolled$in$our$programs$are$legal$adults.$ 

Child#safety#is#the#number#one#priority#of#MTM.#Therefore#we#want#to#make#sure#that: 

1. All#communication#(verbal,#written,#gestured,#etc.)#with#beneficiaries#by#visitors,#
volunteers,#staff#and#donors#is#nonCsexual#and#voluntary.# 
 

2. Physical#contact#is#visible,#nonCsexual,#and#optional.#Beneficiaries#should#always#
be#free#to#leave#or#break#the#contact.#The#intention#of#the#contact#should#be#to#
help#the#beneficiary#feel#safe#and#nurtured.# 
 

3. Interactions#between#all#people#at#MTM#are#positive#and#affirming.# 
 

4. While#on#a#MTM#site,#the#whereabouts#of#all#volunteers#is#known#by#the#
administration#or#host#teacher#at#all#times. 

Despite#the#intentions#and#the#reputation#of#a#person’s#character,#interactions#with#
beneficiaries#should#not#leave#room#for#doubt#or#concern#in#the#minds#of#anyone#at#
MTM.#Please#abide#by#the#following#rules: 

• Beneficiaries#should#not#be#in#the#room#of#any#guest#or#shortCterm#volunteer.# 
• Visitors,#volunteers,#and#staff#should#not#be#in#beneficiaries’#rooms,#even#if#

invited#by#a# beneficiary.# 
• Do#not#be#in#isolated#places#or#rooms#with#closed#doors#with#only#one#

beneficiary.# 
• No#illegal#drugs,#prostitutes,#or#pornographic#material#is#allowed#on#any#MTM#

property.##Alcohol#is#only#allowed#at#the#MTM#Guest#House. 
• No#bathing#with,#watching,#or#recording#the#beneficiaries#bathing,#dressing,#or#

nude.# 
• All#persons#should#be#appropriately#dressed#when#in#public#spaces.# 
• No#offensive#or#disparaging#language.# 
• Any)presents)or)gifts)intended)for)the)children,)including)clothing)left)at)the)

end)of)stay,)must) be)approved)by)the)School)Principal)and)given)in)the)



presence)of)an)MTM)administrator.)This#helps# prevent#unfair#distribution,#
favoritism,#and#manipulation#of#guests/volunteers#as#well#as#abuse.# 

• Hitting/switching#is#not#an#acceptable#form#of#punishment.#“Punishments”#are#
handled#by#School#Adminstration.# 

• Everyone#should#verbally#question#participants#about#inappropriate#behavior.# 
• Each#person#is#responsible#to#report#to#the#director#or#administrator#if#they#see#

anything# suspicious#or#questionable#as#regards#to#abuse.# Communication#of#
intentions#and#whereabouts#are#an#important#part#of#making#MTM#a#safe#and#
caring#environment.#Please#feel#free#to#talk#to#any#MTM#administrator#about#
concerns,#protocol,#and#interests.#Remember#that#you#are#a#representative#of#
MTM. 
 

By#signing#below,#I#certify#that#I#have#read#and#understand#the#rules#of#MTM#as#laid#out#
in#the#document#“Overview#of#MTM#Rules:#Basic#Rules#and#Guidelines#for#Overnight#
Guests#&#ShortC#Term#Volunteers.”#I#agree#to#abide#by#these#rules#and#seek#permission#
or#clarification#if#situations#arise. 

#
______________________________________#
Name#(Printed)#
#
#
______________________________________#
Signature#
#
#
______________________________________#
Date





Appendix&C:&MTM&Beneficiary&Sign>out&Sheet 

Youth’s#Name:## # ______________________________________##

Date:# # # # ______________________________________#

Reason#for#Leaving:# # ______________________________________#

Accompanying#Adults:# ______________________________________#

Time#Leaving:# # # ______________________________________#

Expected'Itinerary:## # ______________________________________#

Actual)Time#Back:### # ______________________________________ 

Staff#Signature:# # ______________________________________#

Director’s#Signature:# # ______________________________________ 

 

&

&

& &



Appendix&D:&Parent/Guardian&Authorization&Letter&

#
I,#the#undersigned,#am#the#parent/guardian/caregiver#for#_________________________#
(the#“Child”.)##I#authorize#my#Child#to#attend#the#More#Than#Me#Academy,#a#learning#
institution#operated#by#More#Than#Me,#a#nonCprofit#organization#in#the#Republic#of#
Liberia.#
#
Services)Provided)

#
I#give#my#consent#for#More#Than#Me#to#provide#the#following#services#to/for#my#Child:#

• Educational#instruction#
• Vocational#training#
• Enrichment#activities#
• Routine#medical#treatments#
• Social#work#meetings#and#interventions#
• School#feeding#program#
• Health#and#wellness#education#

#
Family)Planning)Sessions)

#
I#also#understand#that#More#Than#Me#will#offer#oneConCone#family#planning#counseling#
sessions.##I#may#elect#for#my#Child#to#participate#or#not#by#circling#my#preference#below:#
#
# # My#Child#WILL## # # # My#Child#WILL)NOT)

# ############participate#in#the# # # # ##participate#in#the#
# #####family#planning#sessions# # # #########family#planning#sessions#
#
#
Medical)Emergency)

#
In#the#case#of#a#medical#emergency,#I#authorize#More#Than#Me#to#seek#medical#care#for#
my#Child.#
#
I#understand#that#my#Child’s#medical#expenses#will#be#covered#under#More#Than#Me’s#
Group#Medical#Insurance#Service#Contract.##I#confirm#that#I#am#responsible#for#medical#
expenses#that#exceed#my#Child’s#Annual#Maximum#Coverage#Allowance#under#this#
policy.#
#
Signed:## #
#
___________________________________________# _____________________#
Parent/Guardian/Caregiver# # # # # Date



	
More	Than	Me	Academy	Child	Protection	Policy	

Updated	September	23,	2016	
	
More	Than	Me	fully	recognizes	its	responsibilities	for	child	protection	and	is	
committed	to	doing	anything	within	its	power	to	uphold	the	highest	levels	of	
protection	for	our	beneficiaries.	More	Than	Me	has	a	zero	tolerance	policy	for	abuse	
of	any	kind	within	our	institution.	Any	allegations	of	such	abuse	will	be	taken	
seriously,	an	investigation	will	be	conducted,	and	incidents	will	be	reported	to	the	
appropriate	authority.		
	
Definitions:	

Child	(children)	or	student:	A	person	who	is	enrolled/registered	in	a	More	Than	
Me	(MTM)	program	such	as	the	More	Than	Me	Academy	(Academy),	MTM	Public	
Schools	or	any	other	MTM-operated	program.	For	purposes	of	this	policy,	a	“child”	
or	“student”	does	not	refer	to	a	person	of	a	specific	age	range	and	a	child	can	be	of	
any	age	(over	or	under	18),	as	long	as	they	fulfill	the	programmatic	requirements	
for	enrollment.		MTM	is	responsible	for	children	whenever	the	children	are	under	
MTM	care	on	a	MTM	property,	at	MTM-sponsored	events,	during	MTM	
programming,	or	in	the	custody	of	MTM	staff	or	volunteers.		

Staff	or	staff	member:	An	individual	that	is	an	employee,	independent	contractor,	
or	has	any	other	working	relationship	at	MTM	under	contract	with	MTM.	This	
includes:	

• Directors		
• Administrators		
• Program	Coordinators		
• Head	of	the	Policy	for	the	Protection	of	Beneficiaries	(HPPB)		
• Advocates	for	the	Protection	of	Beneficiaries	(APBs)		
• Teachers		
• Employees		
• Consultants		
• Contractors		
• Interns	
	
Volunteer:	Any	person	who	is	on	a	MTM	property	but	is	not	staff	or	a	child.	This	
could	be,	but	is	not	limited	to:		

• Donors		
• MTM	Board	Members		
• Families	and	friends	of	MTM	Staff	or	Beneficiaries	
• Town	members		
• Volunteer	
• MTM	Academy	students	who	are	on	campus	during	non-school	hours		



	 	 	

Representatives	of	other	agencies	
	
Abuse:	All	forms	of	physical	abuse,	emotional	ill-treatment,	sexual	abuse	and	
exploitation,	neglect	or	negligent	treatment,	commercial	or	other	exploitation	of	a	
child	and	includes	any	actions	that	result	in	actual	or	potential	harm	to	a	child.	
Abuse	may	be	a	deliberate	act	or	it	may	be	failing	to	act	to	prevent	harm.	Abuse	
consists	of	anything	which	individuals,	institutions	or	processes	do	or	fail	to	do,	
intentionally	or	unintentionally,	which	harms	a	child	or	damages	their	well	being,	
dignity	and	prospect	of	safe	and	healthy	development	into	adulthood		
(Plan	International,	2015).	
	
Our	policy	applies	to	all	staff	and	volunteers	working	or	visiting	our	schools.	The	
five	main	elements	to	our	policy	are	to:	

1. Ensure	we	complete	comprehensive	background	assessments	to	ensure	that	
every	staff	member	and	volunteer	is	suitable	to	work	with	children.		

2. Raise	awareness	of	child	protection	issues	and	equip	children	with	the	skills	
needed	to	keep	them	safe.	

3. Ensure	students	are	provided	a	safe	space	to	learn	and	develop.	
4. Provide	support	to	those	students	who	have	been	abused.	
5. Develop	and	implement	procedures	(attached)	for	reporting	suspected	cases,	

of	abuse.	
	
We	recognize	that,	because	of	their	day-to-day	contact	with	children,	staff	are	well	
placed	to	observe	the	outward	signs	of	abuse.	The	school	will	therefore:	

1. Establish	and	maintain	an	environment	where	children	feel	safe	and	secure,	
are	encouraged	to	voice	their	concerns	and	are	listened	to.	

2. Ensure	that	every	child	knows	and	feels	comfortable	that	there	is	a	staff	
member	at	the	school	whom	they	can	freely	discuss	their	worries.	

3. Include	opportunities	through	a	holistic	education	model	(psychosocial	and	
health	curriculum)	for	children	to	develop	skills	needed	to	recognize	and	
stay	safe	from	abuse.		
	

We	are	committed	to:	
1. Ensure	every	member	of	staff	(including	temporary)	and	each	volunteer	is	

fully	aware	of	our	child	protection	policies.	All	staff	members	and	regular	
volunteers	will	sign	that	they	have	read	and	understood	the	policies.	

2. Investigate	allegations	(against	staff	or	volunteers	or	against	an	outsider)	
and	notify	appropriate	authorities.	

3. Ensure	parents	have	an	understanding	of	the	responsibility	placed	on	the	
school	and	staff	for	child	protection	by	including	the	school’s	obligations	
towards	child	protection	in	the	school	handbook.		

4. Develop	relationships	with	other	agencies,	both	national	and	international		
5. Keep	up	to	date	records	of	all	concerns	regarding	student’s	safety	even	if	it	is	

not	reported	to	another	agency.	
6. Ensure	that	records	are	kept	in	a	secure,	locked	location,	separate	from	

student	files.	



	 	 	

7. Follow	procedures	where	there	is	an	allegation	made	against	a	member	of	
staff	or	volunteer.		

8. Ensure	safe	recruitment	practices	are	always	followed.	(references	checked,	
background	checks	completed)	

	
We	fully	recognize	that	More	Than	Me	may	be	the	only	place	that	our	students	feel	
safe,	stable	and	secure.	When	at	school,	students	may	exhibit	behavior	that	is	
challenging,	but	we	are	committed	to	support	every	single	child	through:	

1. The	provision	of	individual	counseling	with	our	social	worker.	
2. Home	visits	conducted	by	school	social	worker.	
3. A	school	environment	that	promotes	a	positive,	supportive	and	secure	

environment	and	gives	children	a	sense	of	being	valued.	
4. A	curriculum	that	supports	the	whole	child.	
5. Liaison	with	other	agencies	that	can	help	to	support	the	child,	such	as	the	

Ministry	of	Gender.		
	
The	Responsibilities	outlined	below	are	mandatory	for	all	staff	members	and	
volunteers:	

1. Never	abuse	and/or	exploit	a	child	or	act/behave	in	any	way	that	places	a	
child	at	risk	of	harm.		

2. Ensure	interactions	with	a	child	takes	place	in	highly	visible	areas	with	
others	present.	A	staff	member	or	volunteer	should	never	be	alone	in	a	room	
with	a	child	with	the	door	closed	unless	their	job	description	specifically	
allows	for	such	interactions	(i.e.	social	worker).	

3. 	Report	any	abuse	and	child	protection	concerns	they	have	in	accordance	
with	applicable	local	office	procedures	and	this	policy,	including	any	
instances	of	abuse	reported	by	a	child	or	any	instances	where	the	staff	
member	or	volunteer	believes	abuse	may	be	occurring.	MTM	Staff	may	also	
use	MTM’s	Whistle	Blowing	policy	in	this	event.		Any	volunteer	not	familiar	
with	the	local	office	procedure	may	report	to	the	staff	member	supervising	
such	volunteer	or	other	appropriate	staff	member.	

4. Respond	to	a	child	who	may	have	been	abused	or	exploited	in	accordance	
with	MTM	procedures	and	this	policy.		Such	response	shall	include	reporting	
any	abuse	or	suspected	abuse	to	an	appropriate	staff	member.	

5. Cooperate	fully	and	confidentially	in	any	investigation	of	concerns	or	
allegations	of	child	abuse.		

6. Contribute	to	building	an	environment	where	children	are	respected	and	
encouraged	to	discuss	their	concerns	and	rights.	

7. Always	treat	children	in	a	manner	which	is	respectful	of	their	rights,	integrity	
and	dignity,	considers	their	best	interests	and	does	not	expose	them	to,	or	
place	them	at	risk	of,	harm.	For	example:	when	taking	images/pictures	
during	visits,	interacting	with	children	or	generating	stories	of	children,	
ensure	that	this	is	done	in	a	manner	consistent	with	the	appropriate	MTM’s	
media	policies	and	procedures.	

8. Never	ask	for	or	accept	personal	contact	details	(this	includes	email,	phone	
numbers,	social	media	contacts,	address,	webcam,	skype	etc.)	from	any	child	



Child Protection Policy 

Author  Child Protection Working Group 

Approved  Saul Garlick, 3/20/2018 

 

Policy Brief & Purpose 

More Than Me’s approach to child protection is comprised of three parts: Policy, Procedures 

and Definitions.  

1. Policy (this document): The rules we follow to ensure that school children in our 

care are protected. 

2. Procedures: The steps we take upon learning of an alleged violation of the policy or 

mistreatment of children outside the school. 

3. Definitions: The meaning behind terms we use in both policies and procedures. 

 

Scope 

The following policy applies to “individuals” including: More Than Me staff members, board 

members, donors, partners, and beneficiaries both on and off any More Than Me supported 

school campus. Any visitor during the time that they are on the More Than Me Academy 

campus or interacting with More Than Me Academy beneficiaries off campus at More Than 

Me organized activities. 

 

Policy Elements 

More Than Me has a Zero Tolerance Policy  on any violation of this child protection 
policy. Immediate action will be taken by More Than Me in response to any alleged 
violation. 
 

More Than Me will project the following Child First messages to children EVERY day: 
1. I am important 

2. Safety is my right and your right 

3. My body belongs to me 

4. I can get help 

  

Your Commitment: 
As an individual working or visiting a More Than Me school, I agree to adhere to the following 

statements: 

1. I will not threaten to harm any child under any circumstance. 

2. I will not physically, emotionally or sexually abuse any More Than Me child 

beneficiary (see Definitions). 

3. I will not exploit any child (see Definitions). 

4. I will not neglect any child (see Definitions). 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1RU5Tgn91Rz81WE-KxCuthgQ_b0WtaRQl8JIXVgKvRNM/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1wD-izQ7FwjEYC3mhFgPGv8UlrpBt2b_48lb77QsevRc/edit


5. I will only interact with a child in highly visible areas with others present. I will never 

be alone in a room with a child with the door closed unless my job description 

specifically requires privacy (i.e. social worker, nurse). 

6. I will not allow children to be left without supervision by staff who have specific 

responsibility to care for them (e.g. nurse, teachers, principal, social worker, Capacity 

Leads). Children should not be left alone or solely under the supervision of staff 

members who do not have specific responsibilities to care for children (security, 

operations staff, drivers etc).  

7. I will report any evidence or allegations of abuse (see policy for reporting procedure). 

I know that I am protected by More Than Me’s Whistleblower Policy if I report such a 

concern. If I fail to report a violation that I am aware of, that constitutes a violation of 

the policy. 

8. I will cooperate fully and confidentially in any investigation related to issues or 

allegations of child abuse. 

9. I will not initiate, encourage or maintain and personal communications with students 

by letter, phone, or social media. 

10. I will not disclose personal details about students with anyone unless otherwise 

authorized by my supervisor, who is responsible for disclosing this approval to the 

Chief Academic Officer. I will follow the organization’s media policy for all media 

requests. 

11. I will adhere to a strict Zero Tolerance policy and report any incidents of any violation 

of the Policy to their supervisor (see reporting procedure ). 
 

More Than Me, in accordance with our mission and values, we  will act in the following ways 

on behalf of the child: 

1. We will put the child first in all of our actions, respecting their rights, dignity and 

integrity. 

2. We will build an environment where children are respected and encouraged to 

discuss their concerns and rights. 

3. We will emphasize parent engagement to address violations, empowering families. 

4. We will advocate on behalf of our children to their parents, community members and 

government. 

5. We will help students seek justice when there has been a violation of the law that 

harms them. 

6. We will educate parents, guardians and community leaders on the importance of 

child rights and the illegality and harms of sexual and gender based violence and 

early childhood marriage and the negative consequences of corporal punishment. 

7. We will conduct background and/or reference checks on all More Than Me hires to 

ensure there is no criminal record, suspicions or outstanding concerns. 

8. We will require all new Partnership School for Liberia teachers to submit letters of 

community support with their employment documents. 

9. We will require all Partnership School for Liberia teachers to sign the More Than Me 

PSL Teacher agreement. 

10. We will ensure parents have an understanding of this policy. 

11. We will keep up-to-date records of all incidents regarding student’s safety reported to 

our staff. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=13iPZ6v_D7UGkHjSjj_tQMB08-XkYkytTERGPZ5T25Xg


12. We will conduct all interviews of children with care and sensitivity and follow 

appropriate protocols.  

  

In addition, at the Academy: 

1. We will provide individual counseling with our social worker/guidance counselor. 

2. We will conduct home visits as needed to support child welfare with appropriate 

disclosures. 

 

Given our limited authority over allegations, the following lists the activities More Than Me 

will not engage: 

1. We will not conduct investigations in lieu of the legal system. 

2. We will not take action against a child’s will or a parent’s will, particularly if there is 

danger to the child for taking action on her behalf. 

 

Personal conduct outside of work: 
Actions taken that contradict the child protection policy at any time will be considered a 

violation of the policy and appropriate action will be taken. 

 
 

Agreed to and signed by: 

 
 
 
_________________________   _______________________  ______________________ 
Full Name                                         Signature                                   Date 

 



 
MTM Policy for Child Protection Regarding Media 

  
More Than Me is an international NGO working in the education, child protection, and 
healthcare fields in Liberia. We are a grassroots organization that values sharing real, 
individualized stories through media to provide insight into the services we provide and 
shed light on the reality of our beneficiaries’ lives, while also being BOLD to utilize 
media to connect them to new opportunities. Our media is grounded in dignity, hope, 
life, resilience, respect and grace. 
  
As an NGO working with young people, child protection is at the core of our 
organization. Outlined below are our child protection standards with regard to all media: 
 
Definitions: 
● Beneficiary: More Than Me students and their families/guardians. (During Ebola 

times, this changed to any resident of Monrovia that we served.) 
● Non-beneficiary: Anyone we interact with who is not directly receiving services 

from More Than Me or anyone who is indirectly receiving services from More 
Than Me. 

● Media: This includes any media that is published online or in print that includes 
More Than Me’s name or talks about or alludes to our beneficiaries, staff or 
services. This includes social media posts, press, videos, photographs, blog 
posts, articles, etc. 

 
Guiding Thoughts & Principles: 
● All use of media must be based in dignity and respect for our beneficiaries, while 

also being BOLD in order to connect the world and raise funds for beneficiaries. 
● If our beneficiaries googled themselves in 10 years, would they want to see this 

story as a part of their own journey? 
● Shine light on the truth.  
● Let beneficiaries tell their own stories when possible. 

 
Policy for beneficiaries of MTM services: 

● All beneficiaries and their guardians must sign an annual media consent form, 
which includes the purpose and scope of the media.  
○ More Than Me will be intentional, open, and honest when discussing 

media and storytelling policies with parents and guardians. This will 
include discussions about vulnerability and sexual exploitation that our 
beneficiaries face. Discussions will take place before each school year 
begins at the “Back-to-school night,” and the media consent form will be 
signed at this time.   



● All photographs and video must have beneficiaries in appropriate attire and 
poses. Beneficiaries must be fully clothed. Media must show the beneficiary in a 
positive light with no embarrassing or distressing images or issues. If there is a 
question about whether media is appropriate or not, you must check with MTM’s 
Communication Officer or Marketing and Development Manager.  

● If there is a photograph showing suffering, the face of the beneficiary must be 
blurred and/or the name of the student must be changed. 

● Media should NEVER contain a child’s first and last name. It should contain first 
name only and if necessary, the first initial of the last name may be used. 

● Media should NEVER contain both a child’s name and their location. It can 
contain their name OR location, but not both.  

● More Than Me will only share difficult stories or stories that could be perceived 
as negative if they have a clear, positive outcome attached AND if the 
beneficiary and guardian have approved it. Beneficiary can approve use of real 
name/photo. If all of these things don’t happen, we don’t share it.  

● All MTM staff and contractors may post and utilize appropriate media of 
beneficiaries, but MAY NOT reference both the beneficiaries name and location. 
If this policy is violated in any way, MTM staff and contractors will receive one 
written warning and then be suspended without pay upon a subsequent violation. 

  
Policy for non-beneficiaries of MTM services: 
● All non-beneficiaries and their guardians must sign a media consent form ON 

EACH OCCASION that media is taken and be informed of the purpose and 
scope of the media. 

● All non-beneficiaries and their guardians must be shown the media taken by a 
MTM representative before it is utilized. 

● All photographs and recordings must have non-beneficiaries in appropriate attire 
and poses. Non-beneficiaries must be fully clothed. Media must show the non-
beneficiary in a positive light with no embarrassing or distressing images or 
issues. 

● Both name and location of the non-beneficiary may NEVER be referenced under 
any circumstances; however one or the other is okay. 

● If this policy is violated in any way, MTM staff and contractors will receive one 
written warning and then be suspended without pay upon subsequent violation. 

 
 
I, _____________, have reviewed this document on ___________. I agree to abide by 
More Than Me’s child protection policies regarding media above. I agree to never post 
any media that is indecent, harmful, or says both name and location of our beneficiaries 
or non-beneficiaries. If I ever have a question about whether to post something or not, I 
agree to ask MTM’s Communication Officer or Marketing and Development Manager to 

Taylor Quinn

Nov 19/15



review the media before posting. I understand that if I do not comply with the media 
policies stated here,I will receive one written warning, and then be suspended if it ever 
happens again. I agree to attend bi-annual training sessions with MTM’s Marketing and 
Development Manager and Communication Officer on appropriate media usage. 
 
 
__________________________     _____________________ 
         Name (Print)              Date 
 
 
 
 
__________________________ 
          Signature 

Taylor Quinn

Nov. 19/15

Saul Garlick


Saul Garlick


Saul Garlick




Fraternization Policy / Sexual Harassment 
Last edit: January 2016 
 
Many of us at More Than Me form deep, lasting friendships with colleagues or members 
of the community, and, on occasion, more intimate social relationships may evolve. 
While MTM does not strictly forbid dating or intimate relationships, we do prohibit any 
intimate involvements in which one party may have undue influence over the other, 
particularly, when there is direct reporting or direct supervision between individuals or 
that relationship could impact our service to our students.  
 
Should colleagues at MTM become intimately involved, it is very important that the 
relationship: 
 
• Be disclosed to the Country Director, COO, CEO and/or Board Chair.  
• Does not involve direct report or supervision between intimately involved individuals; 
• Be entirely welcome, voluntary and consensual; 
• Is unrelated to and does not impact or interfere with your professional responsibilities 
and duties; and one that 
• Does not make others uncomfortable or affect their professional responsibilities. 
 
Should a situation arise where individuals in a direct report relationship become 
intimately involved, we require immediate disclosure. When such situations are 
reported in a timely manner, MTM will make every effort to retain both parties by 
changing one or both jobs, as long as the working relationship of all employees is not 
compromised and a suitable position with a different direct report can be found for one 
or both parties. In the event a suitable arrangement cannot be made, MTM reserves the 
right to dismiss one or both parties at its discretion, subject to the rules established 
elsewhere in this document governing employee dismissal. Failure to disclose such a 
relationship shall result in disciplinary action for staff member(s) involved. 
 



 

 

 
 

 Whistleblower Policy 
  

If any employee reasonably believes that some policy, practice, or activity of More Than Me is 

in violation of law, a written complaint may be filed by that employee with the Board of 

Directors Chairman. 

  

It is the intent of ______________________ (your name) to adhere to all laws and regulations 

that apply to the organization, and the underlying purpose of this Policy is to support the 

organization's goal of legal compliance. The support of all employees is necessary to achieving 

compliance with various laws and regulations.  An employee is protected from retaliation only if 

the employee brings the alleged unlawful activity, policy, or practice to the attention of the 

Country Director, COO, CEO, or Board Chairman and provides a reasonable opportunity to 

investigate and correct the alleged unlawful activity. The protection described below is only 

available to employees that comply with this requirement. 

  

More Than ME will not retaliate against an employee who, in good faith, has made a protest or 

raised a complaint against some practice of More Than Me, or of another individual or entity 

with whom More Than Me has or had a business relationship, on the basis of a reasonable 

belief that the practice is in violation of law or a clear mandate of public policy. More Than Me 

will not retaliate against an employee who discloses or threatens to disclose to a supervisor or a 

public body any activity, policy, or practice of More Than Me that the employee reasonably 

believes is in violation of a law, or a rule, or regulation mandated pursuant to law or is in 

violation of a clear mandate or public policy concerning health, safety, welfare, or protection of 

the environment. 

 

My signature below indicates my receipt and understanding of this Policy.  I also verify that I 

have been provided with an opportunity to ask questions about the Policy. 

 

_____________________________    

Employee Signature and Date 

 

 



Whistleblower Policy 

Author  Saul Garlick 

Approved  Saul Garlick, March 5, 2018 

 

Policy Brief & Purpose 

More Than Me is committed to the highest standards of openness, probity and accountability. 
 
An important aspect of accountability and transparency is a mechanism to enable staff and other 
members of the organization to voice concerns in a responsible and effective manner. It is a 
fundamental term of every contract of employment that an employee will faithfully serve his or her 
employer and not disclose confidential information about the employer’s affairs. Nevertheless, 
where an individual discovers information which they believe shows serious malpractice or 
wrongdoing within the organization, this information should be disclosed internally without fear of 
reprisal, and there should be arrangements to enable this to be done independently of direct 
supervisors (although in relatively minor instances the direct supervisor would be the appropriate 
person to be told). 
 
Once the "whistleblowing” procedures are in place, it is reasonable to expect staff to use them 
rather than air their complaints outside the Company. 

 

Scope 

This policy is designed to enable employees of the organization to raise concerns about More Than 
Me to senior staff and to disclose information which the individual believes shows malpractice or 
impropriety. This policy is intended to cover concerns which are in the public interest and may be 
investigated or followed by disciplinary action. These concerns could include: 
 

·       Financial malpractice or impropriety or fraud 
·       Failure to comply with a legal obligation or Statutes 
·       Dangers to Health & Safety or the environment 
·       Criminal activity 
·       Improper conduct or unethical behaviour 
·       Attempts to conceal any of these 

 

Policy Elements 

i. Protection 
 
This policy is designed to offer protection to those employees of the organization who disclose such 
concerns provided the disclosure is made: 

● in good faith 
● in the reasonable belief of the individual making the disclosure that it tends to show 

malpractice or impropriety and if they make the disclosure to an appropriate person (see 
below). It is important to note that no protection from internal disciplinary procedures is 
offered to those who choose not to use the procedure. In an extreme case malicious or wild 
allegations could give rise to legal action on the part of the persons complained about. 



  
ii. Confidentiality 
 
The organization will treat all such disclosures in a confidential and sensitive manner. The identity of 
the individual making the allegation may be kept confidential so long as it does not hinder or 
frustrate any investigation. However, the investigation process may reveal the source of the 
information and the individual making the disclosure may need to provide a statement as part of the 
evidence required. 
 
iii. Anonymous Allegations 
 
This policy encourages individuals to put their name to any disclosures they make. Concerns 
expressed anonymously are much less credible, but they may be considered at the discretion of the 
organization. 
 
In exercising this discretion, the factors to be taken into account will include: 
  

● The seriousness of the issues raised 
● The credibility of the concern 
● The likelihood of confirming the allegation from attributable sources 

  
iv. Untrue Allegations 
 
If an individual makes an allegation in good faith, which is not confirmed by subsequent 
investigation, no action will be taken against that individual. In making a disclosure the individual 
should exercise due care to ensure the accuracy of the information. If, however, an individual makes 
malicious or vexatious allegations, and particularly if he or she persists with making them, 
disciplinary action may be taken against that individual. 
  
Procedures for Making a Disclosure 
  
On receipt of a complaint of malpractice, the member of staff who receives and takes note of the 
complaint, must pass this information as soon as is reasonably possible, to the appropriate 
designated investigating officer as follows: 
 

● Complaints of malpractice will be investigated by the appropriate Director unless the 
complaint is against the Director or is in any way related to the actions of the Director. In 
such cases, the complaint should be passed to the President or Chief Executive Officer for 
referral. 

● In the case of a complaint, which is any way connected with but not against the Director, the 
President will nominate a Senior Manager to act as the alternative investigating officer. 

● Complaints against the Chief Executive Officer or President should be passed to the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors who will nominate an appropriate investigating officer. 

● The complainant has the right to bypass their direct supervisor and take their complaint 
directly to the Chairman, Chief Executive Officer or President. The Chairman has the right to 
refer the complaint back to management if he/she feels that the management without any 
conflict of interest can more appropriately investigate the complaint. 

  



Should none of the above routes be suitable or acceptable to the complainant, then the complainant 
may approach one of the following individuals who have been designated and trained as 
independent points of contact under this procedure. They can advise the complainant on the 
implications of the legislation and the possible internal and external avenues of complaint open to 
them: 
  

1. Director of Finance and Operations 
2. Chief Academic Officer 

  
If there is evidence of criminal activity then the investigating officer should inform the police. The 
organization will ensure that any internal investigation does not hinder a formal police investigation. 

 

Signature Box 

My signature below indicates my receipt and understanding of this Policy. I also verify that I have 
been provided with an opportunity to ask questions about the Policy. 

 
_____________________________ 
Employee Signature and Date  

 

Further Reading 

 

 
 
 



	

	
 

CODE OF CONDUCT & DISCIPLINARY ACTION POLICY 
 

All Employees of More Than Me are required to adhere to the organization’s Code of 
Conduct, described below: 
 

• Employee will be present for stated working hours and prepared to fully perform all 
duties and functions. 

• Employee will behave and communicate in a professional manner with all staff 
members. 

• Employee will be truthful and honest at all times. 
• Employee will treat the organization’s property with respect and care.  The 

Employee will be fully responsible for any property that has been issued to the 
Employee.  Property includes facilities, equipment, and vehicles. 

• Employee will not steal, nor will Employee allow or facilitate a theft to occur. 
• Employee will be fully responsible for any monies disbursed to Employee to be used 

on behalf of the organization.  Employee will only used these disbursed monies for 
the intended purpose. 

• When receiving monies, the Employee will be responsible to count and verify the 
amount received.  The Employee will also be responsible to report any discrepancy, 
duplication, or disbursement in error. 

• Employee will model healthy and constructive behaviors for the beneficiaries of the 
More Than Me program. 

• Employee will represent the organization in a professional and respectful manner. 
• Employee will not have any type of personal or intimate relationship with the 

beneficiaries of the More Than Me program. 
• Employee will not use alcohol - or be under the influence of alcohol - during working 

hours, on school premises, or at functions with our beneficiaries. 
• Employee will report another Employee’s violation of this Code of Conduct. 
• Employee will not use drugs at any time.  Use of drugs at any time will result in 

immediate termination. 
 
Violation of this Code of Conduct will result in the following Disciplinary Actions: 
 

• First Offense:  You will receive an Official Warning letter. 
• Second Offense:  Your benefits will be deducted from your salary payment. 
• Third Offense:  You will be placed on a one-week suspension without pay. 
• Fourth Offense:  You will be terminated. 

 
 
By signing below, you acknowledge your understanding of and compliance with this Code of 
Conduct and Disciplinary Action Policy.   
 
 
 
___________________________________________ _____________________	
«Name»       Date 
 
   



	

	
	

CODE	OF	CONDUCT	&	DISCIPLINARY	ACTION	POLICY	
	

All	Employees	of	More	Than	Me	are	required	to	adhere	to	the	organization’s	Code	of	
Conduct,	described	below:	
	

• Employee	will	be	present	for	stated	working	hours	and	prepared	to	fully	perform	all	
duties	and	functions.	

• Employee	will	behave	and	communicate	in	a	professional	manner	with	all	staff	
members.	

• Employee	will	be	truthful	and	honest	at	all	times.	
• Employee	will	treat	the	organization’s	property	with	respect	and	care.		The	

Employee	will	be	fully	responsible	for	any	property	that	has	been	issued	to	the	
Employee.		Property	includes	facilities,	equipment,	and	vehicles.	

• Employee	will	be	fully	responsible	for	any	monies	disbursed	to	Employee	to	be	used	
on	behalf	of	the	organization.		Employee	will	only	used	these	disbursed	monies	for	
the	intended	purpose.		When	receiving	monies,	the	Employee	will	be	responsible	to	
count	and	verify	the	amount	received.		The	Employee	will	also	be	responsible	to	
report	any	discrepancy,	duplication,	or	disbursement	in	error.	

• Employee	will	model	healthy	and	constructive	behaviors	for	the	beneficiaries	of	the	
More	Than	Me	program.	

• Employee	will	represent	the	organization	in	a	professional	and	respectful	manner.	
• Employee	will	report	another	Employee’s	violation	of	this	Code	of	Conduct.	
• Employee	will	not	have	any	type	of	personal	or	sexual	relationship	with	the	

beneficiaries	of	the	More	Than	Me	program.		Any	allegation	of	this	type	of	
relationship	will	result	in	Employee	being	placed	on	immediate	suspension	without	
pay	pending	an	investigation.		Violation	of	this	policy	will	result	in	termination.	

• Employee	will	not	use	alcohol	-	or	be	under	the	influence	of	alcohol	-	during	working	
hours,	on	school	premises,	or	at	functions	with	our	beneficiaries.		Violation	of	this	
policy	may	result	in	immediate	termination.	

• Employee	will	not	use	drugs	at	any	time.		Violation	of	this	policy	will	result	in	
immediate	termination.	

• Employee	will	not	steal,	nor	will	Employee	allow	or	facilitate	a	theft	to	occur.		
Violation	of	this	policy	may	result	in	immediate	termination.	

	
Violation	of	this	Code	of	Conduct	will	result	in	the	following	Disciplinary	Actions:	
	

• A	Warning	Letter	will	be	issued	for	minor	breaches	of	duty.	
• Termination	for	a	gross	or	serious	breach	of	duty.	

	
By	signing	below,	you	acknowledge	your	understanding	of	and	compliance	with	this	Code	of	
Conduct	and	Disciplinary	Action	Policy.	 	 	
	
	
	
___________________________________________	 _____________________	
Employee	Name	 	 	 	 	 	 Date	
	
	 	

	
	



Code of Conduct and Disciplinary Policy 

Author  Saul Garlick 

Approved  Saul Garlick, March 5, 2018 

 

 

Policy Elements 

All Employees of More Than Me are required to adhere to the organization’s Code of Conduct, 
described below: 
 

Professional Expectations: 
● Employee will model healthy and constructive behaviors for the beneficiaries of the More 

Than Me program and uphold our organization’s values of being Positive, Relentless, Honest 

and Embody Love. 

● Employee will be present for stated working hours and prepared to fully perform all duties 

and functions. 

● Employees will notify appropriate colleague or supervisor if they are not able to show up for 

work for any reason. 

● Employee will submit requests for planned leave at least two weeks ahead of time. 

● Employee will behave and communicate in a professional manner with all staff members. 

● Employee will represent the organization in a professional and respectful manner. 

 

Ethical Expectations: 
● Employee will be truthful and honest at all times. 

● Employee will treat the organization’s property with respect and care.  The Employee will be 

fully responsible for any property that has been issued to the Employee.  Property includes 

facilities, equipment, and vehicles. 

● Employee will be fully responsible for any monies disbursed to Employee to be used on 

behalf of the organization.  Employee will only used these disbursed monies for the intended 

purpose.  When receiving monies, the Employee will be responsible to count and verify the 

amount received.  The Employee will also be responsible to report any discrepancy, 

duplication, or disbursement in error. 

● Employee will not use alcohol - or be under the influence of alcohol - during working hours, 

on school premises, or at functions with our beneficiaries. Employees will not use alcohol in 

front of students whenever students are under More Than Me’s care. Violation of this policy 
may result in immediate termination. 

● Employee will not use drugs at any time.  Violation of this policy may l result in immediate 
termination. 

● Employee will not steal, nor will Employee allow or facilitate a theft to occur.  Violation of this 
policy may result in immediate termination. 

● Employees will adhere to More Than Me’s Child Protection Policy 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DZWvHTCbpRM3ccV_tAojoUnUzpJWsXToHMldI_J4URA/edit


● Employees will not utilize corporal punishment. 

● Employee will never go to a beneficiaries’ home unless his/her job requires home visits for 

specific purpose or special permission has been granted by a senior member of the team 

and the visit is for  school related purposes.Employee will not have any type of personal or 

sexual relationship with the beneficiaries of the More Than Me program.  Any allegation of 
this type of relationship will result in Employee being placed on immediate suspension 
without pay pending an investigation.  Violation of this policy will result in termination. 

● Employee will report another Employee’s violation of this Code of Conduct in regard to 

violations of ethical expectations.  

 

 

Signature Box 

Violation of this Code of Conduct will result in the following Disciplinary Actions: 

● A Warning Letter will be issued for minor breaches of duty. 

● Termination for a gross or serious breach of duty. 

 

By signing below, you acknowledge your understanding of and compliance with this Code of  

Conduct and Disciplinary Action Policy.   

  

 

___________________________________________  _____________________ 

Employee Name          Date 

  
  

 


